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how to reason, and contend with upbraid ed confused and abashed ; while he who
[Froiri the Hallowell Advocate.]
Id the days of dur grandmothers, the
ing parents, and how to bring even them to spoke last, went forth from among them ;
Messrs Editors :—The following extract, good ministers who used to preach to theni
published Every Saturday morning, by
the knowledge of the only good. Let there and as he came to the Hall door he turned to taken from a number of an old Journal
had small salaries to what that worthy class
JAMES K. REMICH.
be music—and feasting—and dancing—and them and said, ‘ May the God whom you printed about 15 years ago, struck me as
of men now have.—But then they generally
Oilice on the Main-Street,—opposite theMeeting-House. all that can entrance the youthful imagina
blaspheme, forgive me that I came among presenting so faithful a picture of the pres made up for this, by making one text answer
terms of the gazette and palladium.
tion ; and let the young be instructed in you,—I knew ye not !’
ent age in its delineation of the past, that 1 for sermons more than one. This was the
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.—
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which the means of obtaining what is wanted to
could not regain from requesting that you case with the pious parSoti G----- The
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No meet the expenditure, what is unavoidable—
What share can 1 have in the destinies would insert it in your Journal.
C.
good man preached three Sabbaths in suc
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub
in the early stages of reform. Let broth of my country
The same share that the
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
“ In an age remarkable for good reason cession from the following text-—“ Simon’s
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for ers be told how to seduce their young sis rill has in the rivulet, and the rivulet in the
ing and bad conduct, for sound rules and wife’s mother lay sick of a fever.” After
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount ters into our temples—and what riches of
sea.
Should every little streamlet tarry at
'charged for its insertion.
corrupt manners, when virtue fills our heads meeting, on the third- Sabbath, he heard the
wisdom, and delights of life, await them its fountain head, where would be the river,
,ssess.' T .
,
WlAB
but vice our hearts’,—when those who bell toil, and enquired of a bov who lived
there. And lest jealous and prejudiced that dispenses fertility—the ocean bearing
1 any 1 E he subscriber, of BOrU
would fain persuade us that they are quite with him, who was dead ? ' “ I don’t
MÏSCÉLLÀNÈOUS.
.........
parents should disapprove—let all be done commerce and wealth upon its never resting
ninon lereby certify that mysot)5
sure of heaven, appear to be in no greater know,” answered the boy, with a mournful
[Frorn
the
Boston
Atlas.]
secretly ; and let those who worship with us tides? The share that a joint heir has in
I lose the scrofulous humor, fon5
hurry to go there than other folks, but put shake of the head, “ but I think it must be
THE KNEELAND SCHOOL.
pray have in the same time used!’
be veiled—until the blessed day comes when the valuable estate of a deceased parent.
on the livery of the best masters only to Simon’s wife’s mother, who has laid sick of
rm of recommended for said coi i
The lamps had grown dim—the air Was all veils may be thrown aside. The day is An estate left us by our political fathers,
serve the worst ;—In an age when modesty a fever these three weeks.”
set oft
loaded with tobacco smoke—the fragments not afar off, when the children and Wor more valuable than the mines of Golconda
herself is more ashamed of detection than
1 your •fll to no effect untiIIWasU
ofthe feast were scattered over a table—all shippers of Reason will be the majority. or the gold of Peru. An estate they snatch
A Scotch clergyman; in the great rebell
1 r. Charles Holman, who
delinquency ; when independence bi princi
had departed butaetien, who had drawn near Then we shall have the power in this land ed from the hands of a tyrant, and placed,
! Nature’s Grand Restorative
ple, consists in having no principle on which ion, said in his prayer, “ Lord bless thé
to each other.
—and can command all we want for the untrammeled, in the possession of their sons.
i one bottle only my son was!
grand Council, thé Parliament, and grant
SET.
Then one of the seven arose, and raising senses. We will have no rulers; we shall The share that the wary sentinel has, in to depend ; and free thinking, not in think
feet health. I therefore Wei
ing
freely, but in
free
from
thinking ; they may all hang together !” A country
his glass from the table, “ Let me,” said he, need none. We will have no laws—they guarding his post, while all is peace and
'owe to the public to recoj
—in an age when patriots Will hold any fellow standing by said, “ Amen, with all my
give you something wherewith to season will be useless. There is enough on the quiet within the lines, while an indefatigable
cine for the above complaint^
thing except their tongues —keep any heart, and the sooner the belter ; and I am
She parting glass : Perdition to all law and earth for all—each one may take what he enemy is ever on the watch, to take advan
I costiveness and generallyAj
thing except their word; and loose nothing sure it is the prayer all good people !”
"all religion, but the law and the religion of pleases; Life will be a continued jubilee ; tage of his sleeping, or neglected vigilance.
irt, be- I medicine. Portsmouth, Ate 1»
patiently, except their character; to im “ Friends,” says Mess John,a I don’t mean
-.
JOSIAH^
Reason.”
and when we die—as sometime we must--, Every son and daughter of this Republic
for the
prove such an age, must be difficult, to in as that fellow means; but pray that they
I his may certify that
And all but one of the six who were seat- we can say we have lived.”
lay of
has a share in the “ destinies of this coun
struct it, dangerous; and he stands no may all hang together in accord and con
several years afflicted with a« ted, responded Perdition to all law and all
Then five of the six who were seated, rose try.” The daughters, instilling into their
chance of amending it, who cannot at the cord.” “ No matter what cord,” answered
order ally, and had a seated hard end
religion, but the law and religion of reason. up and smote on the table with their hands, sons the principles of freedom and liberty.
the rustic, “ So ’lis but a strong cord.”
same
time amuse it.”
three
months,
so
that
sheco<
>ns inThen he who was standing said, “ Breth and said, “ Life shall be an unceasing jubi The sons, when age and circumstances call
an at- or night, she obtained somerefcl
ren, the whole world is wrong, and has long lee;
lee ; and when Death comes, let us be able on them to take the places of, or part with,
Eaph Grimes.—Some thirty or Forty
Stone Eaters.— We copy the following
order cine prescribed by an ablePU
been wrong, and we must reform it. Why to say, we have lived}7
their fathers, to put in practice those prin
was
apparently
rapidly
goiagwoi
Communication from the Richmond Whig, years since, there lived in the “ Heart of
uccesshould one mah have more of this u orld’s
Then he who had not responded, but had ciples which they have imbibed from their
wspa- Don. While in this state Ibeadj
whose editor remarks, “ We beg leave to this Commonwealth,” a notorious character
goods than another; why should one be in held his peace, rose up also, and said :
“I mothers, to guide them through life.
iblica- Nature’s Grand Restorative, pi®
recommend it to thé attention of philoso by the name and style of“ Crazy Grimes,”
structed, and another ignorant ; why should agreed with you in what was first said, that
Their ^independence is not to be main
Eaph Grimes,” whose
terrn ! bottle ; she began to be relieve^
phers. The more human nature fe known, familiarly called
one man have beauty and comeliness in his the world is wrong. Truly there is sorrow tained without trouble and persevering la
afore- or two from taking this, and it
sole study and delight was mischief. Oné
physically
or
morally,
the
more
reason
next,' her cough was entirely cured,® wife, and another ugliness and ill temper; and wretchedness in the world, but how bor ; and should we become enervated bv there appears to be in the maxim nil admi- day Eaph took it into his bead to disturb
,s >31
.v„ I months since she has enjoyedk why should he who likes, no longer, her much of it is of man’s own making!
I a- sloth and luxury, and our mouths become
shew
rari. Dirt eaters are common enough—but the Court of Justice, towards which he har
lyer of 1 tba‘'
has for a number ofjn whom he had chosen^ be doomed to cleave to greed that reform was needed ; but what re
closed in supineness, there are those that
a stone eater was a Phoenix, we believe, un bored a deadly enmity, for having on a for
, with no return of her cough, fe
her and her only ; why should one be con form ? such as you would make? Did you, stand ready, even now, in this yet free Re
mer occasion caused his ears to be cropped
til this well vouched account appeared.”
bottle
was
used.
Rochester,
Hip
erk.
demned to labor, sine’e there is enough in the or any like you, create mankind and the uni public, to fasten the chains of slavery upon
A negro boy about six years of age, the on the pillory ; and with this view, mount
GERSH01I
world for all; why should one be burthened verse ? Did you, or any like you, order hu us, and release us from the trouble of selfproperty of a person living in Hanover ing his horse with boots and spurs, and press
VEGETABLE POffl
lerk.
with the care of his own children, since they man beings to dwell in society, for mutual se government. It is only by the loud breath
THESE Powders are a ok
county, has been in the habit, for six months ing the latter into the sides bf his steed,
composition for young or old, mi consume his substance, and vex him with curity and common welfare, and make it im ings of Freedom from every breast, that or more, of eating pebbles-—some of them rode him furiously into Court, then Sitting
They are useful and safe forvi their wants, and infirmities ; why should he possible to dwell otherwise ? Did you, or some ambitious aspirant may ' be prevented as large as the end of one’s thumb, and of on the ground floor of the old Court Houses
vers, foul stomach, head-ache,j® fbe taxed to school them when they heed no any like you, order the earth to bring forth, from mounting the throne, and becoming the an uneven surface. After having eaten a driving the court, bar and jury from their
hour’s J' in the stomach and bowels,dyw instruction but in the Jaw of reason? Are for man’s use, as the seasons recur ?—Who Autocrat of the United States.—Wash. Sun. quantity, the Stones may be felt, and even peaceful seats, and filling the house with ter
I loss of appetite, cold hands and there not privileged orders, and those who formed the curious machinery.of which you
heard to rattle by striking the abdomen. ror and consternation—the rider all thé
from
FOREIGN PAUPERS.
ration ofthe heart, rhemnatisra,li ;pay, serve and obey them ? Are there not are composed ?
]Y.h° gave the power of
The
writer has seen the quantity of two while leaning back on his saddle, and appa
plaints, caused by colds, and all 1 laws, and tribunals to enforce them ; and use thought, the memory of the past, and the ex
There is an alarming flood of foreign
gallons;
voided in thé course of two weeks, rently reining in his horse with all his might*
mors.
less preachers ofan absurd religion? What pectation ofthe future ? Who implanted in pauperism pouring into this country, which
of various forms and dimensions. The boy cried out, “ wo, wo, wo, you headstrong,
afety,
HOLMAN’S BONEOffl are these laws, but bonds of servitude spread the mother’s heart inextinguishable affection ought to, and must be, met by immediate
lawless devil, I’ll see that justice is donë
unri- THIS Ointment stands at the: overmankind by the strong and the cun for the child she brings forth ?
It is appears to enjoy good health—is hearty
Who gave and effectual legislative enactment.
you, if I can ever get you oiit of this court
and
as
sprightly
as
most
children
are
of
his
remedies for the folloi ning ? What is the religion Which is preach to man the pride which he feels for him who now demonstrated beyond a doubt that the
comhouse.”—Lynn Record.
lin in which human nature is heirto, ii ed but the invention of priests to terrify the shall bear up his name, and honor his grave Parish overseers in England find it an easier age. Every means that could be devised
have
been resorted to; to prevent the con
matism,
both
Chronic
and
infc
reable
and cheaper method of getting rid of paupers
when he dies ?”
Consolation.—While General Greene of
Gout—Sprains—Bruises, and csii ignorant and the credulous ? And what is
tinuance of the practice, but in vain. The
to send them sheer off “to America,” in
’s apthe morality which they teach, but a denial
“
In
all
that
you
call
nature,
where
do
you
dons of long standing.
facts above slated, if required, can be pro Rhode Island, was independent of all par
stead of supporting them at home.
Let
It discusses all tumors—rad® of the Datura! rights of man? Down with see there are not laws without which, all
ved by several highly respectablë persons— ties, he had a capital knack of soothing the
icle of limber by producing a health/® this tyranny of laws, this mockery of reli would hurry into confusion and ruin ? Nay, them but discover the beneficial effects of and should you deem this communication disappointment of beaten candidates, and on
t, and tion.
gion ; these shackles of morality ; there is no you yourselves are ashamed of what you this measure and the $45,000,000 of poor’s worthy of a place in your columns, it may such occasions used to tell a favorite story*
say- If you have dared to persuade your rate annually raised in England will becorrfe be inserted.
it fe- It assuages pains in Boils and fe. God but Reason.”
in a style of inimitable humor, which rec
ing equals it in swelled and infe
And all but one of the six responded,— selves that you are like the beast ofthe field; a stupendous bounty fund for the propaga
onciled every body to the loss bf office. Wë
N.
B.
The
boy
described
above,
would
in females if applied in its earl] “ Truly there is no God but Reason.”
No better
that you are without an immortal spirit, how tion of beggary in our country.
le diattempt to swallow pebbles so large, as to can give nothing of its spirit—¿merely the
vents suppuration or matter fe
Then he who spoke first, said ; “ Since we do you feel when sorrow and calamity as method of lowering our hitherto proud inde be unable to get them down, and on one outline.
A field slave in the South, th
«jives in an
1
gives
all cases juniieuiatc
immediate cwb!
easel
Certificate» of this fact could b.; s,ee b? ,lle '‘S1" ° reason> that1_aU 'besa sail you ? Do you not tremble in the dark, pendence could be devised by the Republic occasion was found with one so large, lodg whom meat was a rare blessing, one day
cessarv
'things are wrong, let us retorm the world.” and involuntarily think of that God to whom haters of Europe, than to thus dilute the ed in the gullet, as to require immediate aid found in his trap a plump rabbit. He took
Are you not a- “ sterling stuff” of our native stock with the to save his life.
This remedy is offered to the]
And al! but one ofthe six said, ‘SLet us you deny an existence ?
him out alive, held him under his arm, pat
the full assurance that it far exfij'reform the world.”
shamed in the presence of your fellow men, most degraded and immoral population of
ted him, etnd began to speculate on his qual
:omThe following statistics
deldocs and liniments of the presei
^nd he who spoke first, said; “Life that you profess the opinions which you de the old world.
South Carolina College for the improve ities.—‘ O how fat ! berry fat ! the fattest I
fullthe above diseases.—A trial ¡Becomes from nature, and reason comes with sire to become universal ?
Who among shew that this burthen is even more oppres ment of Learning.—A Society has been ebber did see !—Let see how I cook him.
able
to give it the decided
Reason tells us that the purpose of you is not in his heart ashamed that he des sive than had been imagined, and calls aloud
formed in Columbia, the seat of Govern 1 roast him. No, he so fat lose all he grease;
and thing else. Many physicians 0
js p/easuret There is no pleasure but in pises the law of Christian morality ?
What for remedy—the items are from the New ment, for this important object, and the fol I fry him. Ha, yes, be so berfy fat he fry
de- have used this ointment and extol
u
, .
nave ubcu uno
the senses; man has no soul ; no mind; he woman is so debased as not to blush, when York Journal of Commerce.
No, I
lowing officers elected : Chancellor Desaus- himself ; golly ! how fat be be!
s in
I the nnde^ned certify if,at
only in his senses and there is no good she is called a strumpet?
From the official report of the Philadel
What! would
The thought
sure, President; Hon. John C. Calhoun, won’t fry him, I stew him?
moter aged 7 yea?s was violently ate"
tn the grat.fication of the senses’’ you extinguish the natural feelings which na phia Alms House, it appears that tire num Hon. Win. C. Preston, and James L. Patti- ofthe savory stew made the negro forget
>.red
a nam in her knee, which causedtl And all but one of the six said, “ Truly ture, if you deny all other authority, has im ber of inmates on the 31st December last, gru, Esq., Vice Presidents ; Prof. Parto, himself, and in spreading out the feast in his
han
Would you was 35/1, viz: foreigners, 1893—Ameri Recording Secretary and Treasurer ; Prof. imagination, his arm relaxed, when on hop
to contract so as to draw the Inhere is no good in hie, but in the gratifica- planted in the human heart?
Excess of foreigners over
deprive parents ofthe pleasures of domestic cans, 1676.
‘ similar to a person kneeling-wetion of the senses.”
Nott, Corresponding Secretary; Judge ped the rabbit, and squatting at a goodly dis
; ap tanned for her fate—were reconr Then he who spoke first, said, “ Let us life ?—Which ofthe beasts of the forest does Americans, 219Of the whole number of
tance, he eyed his late owner with great com
Harper, Anniversary Orator.
exes, try “ Holman’s Bone Ointment,
{]ie ignorant the law of reason. Let not nourish its own offspring, till it can take foreigners, 1303 were from Ireland, 179
posure. The negro knew there was an end
from England, 17 from Wales; 60 from
taint, mediately procured and applied,-^ere be gatherings of those who are willing care of itself ?”
Inflammation of the throat cured by Al of the matter, and summoning all his phi
Scotland; 19 front British America, 128 from
insists astonishment, speedy relief was oli^^ instructed. Let reason be preached to
“ What is the philosophy of your system ?
um.—Powdered alum applied by the finger losophy he thus addressed the Rabbit, shà^
Let books be pub|isbed to teach
Germany, 13 from France, 111 unknown,
ry.- in a very short tuneilhe
to the part affected, very seldom fails to cure king his fist at him all the time—“You long-;
You admit that there must be, through na
The number from the British domin
im
them the proper use of the senses. Let all ture’s ordaining, birth, youth; manhood, sick &c.
if but laxed
inflammation of the throat in a few days. eared, white-whiskered, red-eyed son of à
ions alone, was 1587—being within 89 of
stoied.—
•
ROBERT GiLnow how to use the senses to promote the
ness, old age and death. Who is to take
The efficacy of this remedy, says the au b------- —, you no so berry fat artér all nd*
Portsmouth,N.H. 1831.
good of life; let them understand that the care of infancy ? Who is to provide reme the entire number of American paupers.
>d on
thor, is as marvellous as it is rapid.
Em der !”—Boston Free Press.
It was stated by Mr. Tallmadge in the
V^etable Ehrir, or
statute of reason is, that every one shall have dies for sickness ; comforts for old age ?—
- Proployed the first, second, third or fourth day,
Board of Aidermen the other day, that in
The Yankee Pedlar.—Before the disap:es3or ra^lllS ELIXIR is useful in whatsoever he desires. No man shall have You say let the public take charge of this.
while there is yet no abscess in the tonsils,
1833 the number of foreign paupers in the
|
pajn if taken inwardly« a wife to himself, for that is monopoly, and
it arrests all symptoms as it were by en pearance of the comet of 1811 many thought
What public ? Your system annihilates the
rsale,
against the law of reason ; and no man shall public. You Would destroy all laws, all au New York Alms House was no less than chantment ; the fever abates, the swelling that the world was then to have an end.
Court ternally.
In cases of common head« keep a woman longer than his reason tells thority. Do you expect that when your 1754, and that in the Penitentiary, out of diminishes, the appetite returns and the con A tin pedlar, firmly believing this, procured
d also
head and snuff it up the nose| b-im he wants her. Children are a burthen, senses are worn out, or you are too old to use 462 inmates no less than 298 were foreign valescence is quickly decided and complete. a gallon of rum, drank until he could drink
vagrants.
ally relieve in a few minutes. ancj oflen tbnes a curse . no man, therefore
Alum had already been in use for certain no more, and then fell asleep.
them for pleasure, that the public will pro
Making a total; in the Philadelphia and
the mouth for the tooth-aeie,- sba|| know his vn offspring ; and no child
A wag, observing this, and knowing the
disorders of the throat in malignant inflam
vide for you ? No—your remedy is suicide.
New York Alms House and New York
ton-wool and put it on
shall know his own father. Let woman be
mation, for example, then in chronic, but fellow thought the day of judgment had
Provide a rope and a gallows. Let all your
Penitentiary, of three thousand nine hun
erally relieve in a s 01
h L instructed in the best
cans of destroying the
as the greater number of practitioners re come, got some dry hides, and laying them
fraternity find rest by their own act, when
When the join s a
product of her reasonable enjoyments. Madred and forty seven foreign paupers.
mained fixed in opinion that it must be dan on him covered him over with Straw and
the senses no longer give pleasure ;—and let
If the statistics of pauperism throughout
d with ^U^^fieve^the pain° and to ternal affection is a foolish prejudice, which the birds of prey be your sepulchre.”
gerous in common inflammations, its use green hemlock boughs, to which he set fire
the country could be collected and embod
tort the W* llinff When a joint is strain parents have invented. There shall be no
was not so extensive as it deserved to be. and going behind the man’s Cart, awoke
“ But what, after all, if there be a God,
y gives i[WwithOihis Elixir the painij inheritance of a good name ; no sorrow at (which even you are not brave enough to ied, we are persuaded the lesson to be deriv By showing that this remedy is as powerful him by a blast from one of bis own—hotns ;
^vision rhp swelling taken down,.* death, for that is a mere accident of nature. doubt, when terror assails you,) and what if ed from them would be most important and in simple inflammations as in inflammations the pedlar thinking himself no longer an in
habitant of this earth, exclaimed “ Just as 1
hereby restored.
•].«, There shall be no sympathies, nofellow- that God has revealed himself to mortals, valuable.
of the tonsils, M. Valpean hopes that prac
The Legislature of Massachusetts have
People troubled with weak'*‘feeling, but in pleasure. The healthy and
ng any
expected—in hell by —-—! ! !
titioners
will
no
longer
hesitate
to
make
and has disclosed that there is a world to
already taken the hint, and are devising
jcount, their backs, rna\c'^eSiii the happy shall not be perplexed by the
proof of its efficacy, and rescue thereby
come ; where will you be, and what will be
Women.—As long as there are wëmetô
jay no thfe Elixir two or three^gtime
means to free themselves from the necessity
ngtoraJj diseased and the dying. Life shall not be
hundreds of human beings from the grave. on the eafth, there will be always something
your fate, who have spent your lives in deri
In cases of pain,111 tJ?
disturbed by remembering the dead, for the ding his laws, and blaspheming his name ! of supporting foreign paupers in idleness.
London paper.
bv taking from half to a ¿ecte^
w
new to say about them.
The Rabbins
lEN.
The bill reported to the Hou$? of Repre
dead are as though they had never been.
of by bathing the parts affe
Were Bacon, Locke, Fenelon, Sherlock,
ought to be ashamed of themselves for their
iysentatives
provides
for
the
establishment
of
Death is an eternal sleep. Thus you see Clarke, and a multitude of such men, in all
Hop Beer.—For one barrel, boil 1 1-2! scandalous libel, in saying that ten baskets
soon be removed.
?zwZ;-liouses in the different counties, for the
s—afeo
Vegetable R M how wrong the world fe—‘and how we Christian countries and ages, incapable of
lbs. of good hops and 11-2 lbs. of ginger in of chatter were letdown from heaven, and
accommodation
of
“
beggars
and
poor
per

or sale
Thfe preparation is calA must reform it.”
10 gallons of water, one hour.
Put 10 that the women appropriated nine of the in.understanding the law of reason ; and was it
)RD.
And all but one of the six said; (i Yes— left to such men as you would make preach sons who have no settlement in the Com quarts of molasses into a barrel, to which add
monwealth.” It appears that in 212 towns
Death is an eternal sleep ; the world is ers of, to announce what that law fe ?
the liquor hot, shake it well; then add some
No,
Borrowing.—{i My marm wants to ktiovÿ
in that State there are 5054 paupers, 951 of
of
cold water and 1 pint of yeast, shake and if your marm Will lend my marm yotff
wrong and we must reform it.”
no ; you are not the reformers of the world,
whom cannot read and write. Of course
Then he who was standing, said, <( Breth but its enemies ; nay worse, the most cruel the latter must be nearly all foreigners ; for stir it again ; then add the whites of a doz maren’s pick-axe to make our hog a hert
the suben eggs finely beaten and cold water Suffi coop ?” “ Oh, Certainly—and whefi yod
ptember
j for sale tyg( ren, we have a great work to- perform. Let enemies to yourselves.
an adult American who cannot read and
to build ha||oW Street, Port.sm“Íaíi
You know, and you cannot conceal from Write, is a phenomenon rarely to be met with cient to fill the cask, give it another stirring go home just ask your mother if she’ll be
us use al! diligence. Let there be elo
e. Said be found a genera ^«,,
with a slick, bung it close and let it stand kind enough to lend us a keg of that firkin
quent Preachers, that will spread over^ be- yourselves, that the good and the virtuous in Massachusetts.
e.
Ift of
of the
one month. It should be made in June or butler she bought to-day, that’s a nice littlè'
Je
the modirines, and also oy - nighted world, the light of reason ; let there despise you; and hold you in abhorrence.
be presses in motion—and let there be books They know, and you know that you are stri
Honesty.—What fe to be prized above July—instead of half a pint or more of rum man ; and just clean us a ffiess of them pouts
:rds
in abundance, and let the engraver use his ving from delusion, or wickedness to deprive honesty ? It is the clerk’s highest recom per day, a moderate quantity of it should be and eels that your father caught this after
bLlIMwIngate and K>, to make h
.v.u.cs to inflame
n.
art,
pictures
desire. Let mankind of the reforming spirit, which is mendation ; the trader’s surest guarantee of drank by the laborer, who will find it to add noon, and bring them down with the butter,
í Wheel« «nd AsaA,ï
the young be attracted to»our temples before spreading peace and good will among men.
business ; the merchant’s best endorser ; to his strength and vigor, allay his thirst, my dear—and I’ll certainly give you thé
’*•
_
tkn rrrtnnrttrpc nf tiroir fot
“ Ï
the
prejudices
of
their
fathers
have
filled
up
And
remember
that
the
how
will
come
to
the clergyman’s most shining virtue.
The and prolong his life and consequently his first bright cent I find in the ashes.”
ie since, David Griffith.
suppose I *..*A11 directions sign
the avenues to their hearts. Let them you all, when you will raise your hands in honest man is always safe!
Come what Usefulness. Try it and see.—N. E. Far.
guess on the whole,” said the boy, “ wé
Andover, Conn. Feb. 1832.
1 we have to be- mournful supplication to that God, whose will, hard times or good, sickness or health,
shan’t want that pick-aXe of yourn.”
_
Lfct skilful women take them into
being and providence you deny, and desire life or death, his character is safe. He
Dedham Patriot.
their care—and teach them the true pur to have all the world deny.”
' January 1835’
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poses of life.

Let the young be instructed

And they who stood around the table look- shines the brighter after a good rubbing.

worse than an ungrateful man.

Truth is lost too mach by altercatiort
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[From the F’ortianU-Adv'eriiser.j
Meeting in New Yorfa^A meeting, éallefl [ A Mistake.—The Courier and Enquirer of
[From the Philadelphia Gazette.]
Fire.—The house on Brunswick hill be*
yesterday
morning, says—
by
the
geutlerhen
of
the
South
in
the
city
of
;
Trouble at the South.—The following letter
' MAIL ARTICLES.
“ The age of humbugging is past.”
longing to the O’Brien estate and occupied
having been derived from a respectable New York, to consider the subject of the
This is quite a mistake. It is now the ve by Mrs. Dunning as a boarding house for stu
plans and proceedings of the Anti-Slavery
OUTRAGE.
smirce, we lay it before our readers. It may
ry golden era of humbug. Never at any for dents, took fire from a defect in the chimney
The New Orleans Advertiser contains ail be well, however, to state that Mississippi Associations, was held on Monday afternoon.
mer period did it thrive with such luxuriance on the 22d ult. and was consumed. By the
Dr.
David
C.
Carr,
of
New
Orleans,
was
ap

account, we trust an exaggerated one, of a papers of the same date have been received^
—so rank and universal^ indeed, that you can exertions of those who first arrived, all that
pointed
President.
Mr.
John
Hutchins
of
Mis

horrible outrage committed recently at Vicks and make no mention of any disturbances of
see it without eyes.—Look with your ears . was of much importance within was preserv
burg, in Mississippi.
the kind described below. Several white sissippi, Vide President, and Col. Sparks of
ed.
The engines were rather tardy in theii
Louisiana, Secretary. A preamble of some How has the nation been
uuuugc ai
cu, Vicksburg
r wuvunr^ixvum
Outrage
—Several Lives Lost. , men have been recently arrested as kidnap- length, prefacing the following resolution,
Humbugged by a Jackson President :
arrival—water was difficult to be had, so that
—We have just learned the particulars of I pers ; but we see no account of a conteniplaHumbugged about the West Indian trade : there was no hope of saving the house, but
this horrible affair reported by one of the ; ted insurrection, and can imagine no induce- was reported by a Committee, appointed at a
Humbugged out of internal improvements s the barn and shed were saved. The meeting
former
meeting.
ment
to
suppress
or
conceal
foe
fact,
if
it
ex

steam boats yesterday. It appears that some
“ QVHumbugged in regard to the national bank i house—out-buildihgs connected with Perkins*
Resolved, That a committee of two be ap
persons had kept a gambling house in Vicks isted.
tavern, and a neighboring store caught sever
Humbugged in the safety fund i
pointed by the chairman of this meeting to
burg for some time, and as usual in similar
Extract of a letter dated
Humbugged about the gold currency :
al times by flying cinders, but by prompt at
correspond with the intelligent and distin
Canton, (Miss.) July 3,1835.
establishments, had their pimps and their de
Humbugged in the General Post Office :
tention were extinguished. The collection
guished individuals of each slave holding
I have to inform you the disagreeable news
coys employed, inveigling inexperienced
exhibited a laudable willingness to do all in
Humbugged by Ministers abroad :
negroes
are about to rise upon the State, requesting them to call meetings and
young men into the lion’s den, where they that
----- the „_
o.
their power, but I am sorry to say that there
Humbugged by Cabinets at home :
to nominate delegates to meet at some suita
were invariably fleeced of all they possessed, I whites. It came out about two weeks ago ;
Humbugged by the Anti-Slavery societies i seemed to be too little order and system in
and frequently ill-treated by the conductors. I the whole country is in alarm. There have ble time and place, to take into consideration
the operations even of the fire company. {
Humbugged in science :
the
proper
Course
for
the
slave
holding
States
The inhabitants determined to abate the I been meetings throughout the whole State,
think there is chance for improvement in that
Humbugged in literature:
to
adopt
in
the
present
alarming
crisis.
nuisance, had held several meetings, and giv- [ to adopt measures to find out the ring lead
Humbugged by the Baltimore convention i respect.
The meeting was addressed by Col. Foster
en notice repeatedly to the offenders to quit ers. And to appoint patrolles. We are out
of Georgia, Col. S. L. Knapp, Col. Sparks, and Humbugged in a thousand other ways s
the city by a certain time, or suffer the con patrolling every night. Last night I was in
We are informed that the body of an in
Judge Pickett of Alabama, David Brigham,^ here and there, and every where : and yet
a
company
to
ride
about
the
country
to
the
sequences. The day at length arrived when
an intelligent journalist has forgotten the age dividual, supposed to have died a natural
Esq.
of
Worcester,
and
Gen.
Flournoy
of
the committee waited on them, and told plantations, to see if every negro was at his
Georgia.
Most of the speakers expressed he lives inf and tells us gravely that the age death, was discovered on the 15th ult. in a
them, that their passage was paid for on home. There was a white man taken up at
To hum hovel at a considerable distance from any
their disapprobation of the resolution report of humbug is past! It is not so.
board a steam boat, and quit they must! Vicksburg, concerned with the negroes ; they
ed by the Committee, and the two following bug is a verb of the present tense, and hum habitation, in the township called Dummer,
They positively refused—the committee re called a court together and brought him in
ones were proposed as a substitute for it, and bugging is a present participle. When, how (N. H.) near the Androscoggin river. When
tired to deliberate and again returned, but guilty and hung him right off. There have
ever, the candidates of the Baltimore conven found, he is thought to have been dead three
the house was closed, and whilst endeavor-j been three more white men taken up, but were adopted.
Resolved, That whether slavery in our tion shall have been soundly beaten by the or four weeks. There were found with him
ing to gain admittance, several shots were I they have not had their trials yet. In Livpeople, then we may believe that it is passing a valise, several articles of clothing, a memo
fired from the windows, one of which struck i ingston, a town 12 miles from here, they country be an evil or not, it is a question be
away.
—N. Y. Com. Adv.
randum and pocket-book, a small sum of
longing
solely
to
the
States
in
which
it
is
tol

Dr. Bodley, the chairman of the committee, j gave a negro six hundred lashes, before he
money, and some papers of value, among
erated, and whether it shall be continued or
and caused his immediate death.
Another !i
! would discover anything ; then he informed
Delaware.-— An extra session of the legisla which were “ The last Will and Testament
abolished, is also a question which belongs
gentleman of respectability was severely them that the blacks were to rise on the 4th
Mehituble
Simpson,” &c.
He appeared
ture of Delaware, in accordance with the | of_ .....
........
t ____ _
wounded, and the rest of the bullets passed of July. The jail there is full and they are solely to those States to determine.
Resolved, That the people of the South proclamation of the Governor, was held on j t0 have been a man of about 60 years of agej
through the hats of the other members of the bringing in more every day.
We had a
cannot for a moment indulge any serious ap the 21st ult. to consider the expediency of! anj from the fact of there having been found
meeting
committee.
______
a here to-day to form a volunteer com
prehension that the efforts of the abolitionists authorizing the Wilmington and Susquehan- 5in his pocket-book a copy of a letter, dated
The towns-people immediately assembled, pany, to be ready at a minute’s notice, apd we
on
the subject of slavery can seriously affect na Rail Road Company to take such lands, (“ Sandwich, May 24, 1835,” addressed ttf
broke open the house, seized five men, the are m-anaro^
rmnaami ammunition.
nmomnitinn
prepared «mt»
with gunsand
public opinion even in the North ; and that as may be required for its construction. A ‘ My Child,’ and signed “ Joseph S. Simp
only inmates, dragged them to the public
Whilst I am writing this, there is a large
we rely with confidence on the intelligence of memorial presented by the holders of the son,” it is supposed that bis name was Simp
square, and hanged them instanter ! They meeting here to adopt resolutions to protect
our Northern brethren to frustrate and defeat lands in question, declares the course of the son. The following is an extract from his
posted sentries, and gave notice that any per the citizens, also to send on to the Secretary
Executive, in convening the Legislature for memoranda :
son who approached them for 24 hours of War to send a company of soldiers to pro the mischievous schemes of designing dema this purpose, unprecedented, unwarranted
« In the year 1835, on Monday the 27th of
gogues and deluded fanatics.
But should a
would be served likewise. All the money, tect the citizens of the county.
They hang
and illegal.—Boston Patriot.
April, left Orford to seek my fortune, being
crisis,
which
we
earnestly
deprecate,
unhap

which was of a large amount, was piled up ed two negroes yesterday at Livingston, and
driven from home through the interference
pily arrive, we warn our fellow çitizené that
on a table before the suspended bodies, and they have about fifteen more that they are
Caution.—A person was convicted yester of my mistress and her blessed neighbors,
our rights of property are sacred and will be
the committee paid it away to all who could going to hang. We had four brought in here
day, says the Gazette, on appeal in Municipal and the cursed selectmen, who fleeced
prove they had lost money at the house. A- this morning to examine, and expect they maintained.
Court, of newspaper stealing from a house me out of two thousand dollars worth of
bout twelve or fifteen persons in connexion will hang one of them.
More Trouble in the Debateable Land.—By door, an offence which is very annoying, and property.’1
with the house, started for this city in haste
The Court has just adjourned. They tried
the following extract of a letter, received in wits sentenced to fine and cost, which aFor the information of his friends, if he
to avoid a similar fate.
three blacks and flogged them all. To, one
this
city, it will be seen that the troubles in mounted to more than seven years’ subscrip have any, we are requested to say that hie
These are the particulars as we have heard of them they gave two hundred lashes.—
tion for the paper stolen, and if not paid in remains were decently interred ; and that
them—we shall make no comments upon so There were three white men at the head of■ the disputed territory bordering on Ohio1 and1 ten days, then three months in the House of
the articles found with him have been left in
I . .
■•
....
_ m> r Michigan, are not yet terminated ; and we
dreadful an occurrence, hoping the account the insurrection, that have run away. They
fear that the occurrence which is detailed be Correction. This is a useful monition to the care of Mr. Benj. Bean of Berlin, on
has been exaggerated.
have one in jail. They took him out yester
many rogues.—N. Y. Trans.
whom they will call forthem, and settle the
Since the above was in type we have ,day, and gave him Lynch’s law, that is thirty low, will have the effect of exciting the in
expenses incurred in his burial, &c. Further
habitants
of
that
region
to
deeds
of
despera

heard that Dr. Bodley was murdered in the nine lashes in this country. They expect to
The sale of Holt’s Hotel has been postpon particulars may be obtained by application to
tion.—Mercantile Journal.
gaming house, after having won a considera hang him.
ed sine die. The N. Y. American says “ it Mr. Bean, Coi. S. H. King of Oxford, Mr.
“MONROE, j\jLY 16, 1835.
ble sum of money at the table, which was the
“Our border or boundary question is yet was rumored in the sale room, that Mr. Holt John Lombard of Magalloway, or Mr. Joseph
[We do not recollect any definition of
original cause of this execution of summary
causing trouble. One of the Deputy Sheriffs ! has been fortunate enough lo obtain security Leighton of Berlin. N. H. papers will pleas®
justice, or Lynch law as it is called.
The “ Lynch Law” in any authentic work :
~
.
it . ________ J___ I i fni* tho whnla nrnnoi’txr
QiiAn
for the whole property. ItIf
such betrip
the case, notice the above.—Portland Jeffersonian.
persons executed were, Mr. North, who kept Blackstone is silent on the subject. “ Lynch of this County was almost mortally wounded
it will be a source of gratification to those
a tavern, Dutch Bill, his bar-keeper, Mr. Sam Law” then is a sort of rule of action, that by a dirk-knife, in the hands of a person
may be supposed to have existed among whom the Sheriff had arrested by process is numerous friends, who have witnessed his
Fatal Accident.—On Thursday of last
uel Smith, Mr. Callum and Mr. McCall.
mankind in a state of nature.
Its applica sued by the Courts of the Territory.
The industrious, persevering, and upright course week Jacob Robinson, a young man aged aThe following account of the same trans tion, is a summary practice, whereby the peo
bout 24 years, while in the employment of
termination of this affair is yet in doubt; real of business for many years.”
action, given in another paper, the True A- ple rise up en masse, to punish vi et armis, a
Capt. Simon Shibles, of this town, was enga
ly it is a deplorable state of affairs. This ocmerican, differs in some respects from the a- flagrant injury inflicted by one person on aBy the accounts from Milledgeville to July ged in splitting wood with gun powder, in a
■ currence took place at Toledo, within the
bove.
14th,
there
have
been
serious
disturbances
nother. It is not unfrequently practiced in ¡portion
j
of Territory in dispute with Ohio.
way which is common among lime burners,
Mob Justice.-—Information was received the Southern and Western States, and exe
The Sheriff is an inhabitant of this village, between the inhabitants and Indians of Flint and was struck on the head with the plug
from Vicksburg yesterday, by the arrival of cuted when a person has committed some
and his life tor a time was dispaired of. He and Chattahoochee counties. Parties of In which confines the charge, and his scull frac
the steamboat Scotland, that a serious act of outrageous offence, against which the ordi
dians are roaming about shooting and plun
mobocracy took place on the 6th inst., in the nary laws or courts do not afford ample rem was brought to this town this day by steam dering the stock, and the people thus kept in tured to such an extent as to cause his death
We understand that
town mentioned. It appears that a den of edy, or when the culprit has been through a boat, (the affair having taken place yesterday,) constant alarm. A reconnoitering party of in about ten hours.
and
his
physicians
are
in
hopes
of
his
recove

Dr.
Ludwig,
who
was
called,
removed twelve
gamblers existed in that place which had be formal trial before the ordinary courts, and
whites shot three Indians, and found in their separate portions of the scull, the largest of
come obnoxious to the citizens.—On the 4th has escaped by means of what the people ry, though the wound was found by probing camp, 500 lbs. dried beef. In another ren
to be three and a half inches deep, in his left
which Was four inches in length and two in
of July the gamblers were refused permission call a “ quirk of the law.” The honest indig
contre three whites were wounded, one of breadth.— Thomaston Chron.
to participate in the celebration, whereupon nation of the sovereign people or king mob side.”
them mortally.
they became insolent, and notice was given then rises in its might, and applies summary
In January, 1817, Mr. Harry Rockwell and
The lime business is prosecuted to
to them by the citizens to leave the place. punishment, either by a goodly number of
Among the many wagons conveying mo
This they disregarded, and remained. Two lashes, riding the offender on a rail, clothing Miss Esther Niles were united in the bands vers to the West, which daily pass through the greatest extent at this time in this town.
of them, in consequence, were taken and him with a coat of tar and feathers,—either of matrimony, by the Rev. Mr. West of East this town, was one on Tuesday attended by It affords constant employment to a great
Hampton. In October, 1819, business called
many laborers ; and is sold at the kilns at 90
made to go through the ceremony of tarring one or all of these penalties united.
This is
thirty-five persons, twenty-six of whom were
cts. per cask,—carried to Boston and sold al
and feathering, so well known and so often what the people of the new States term, an | Mr. R. to Savannah, from which place he in upon it, the others followed on foot.
They $1,10—and at New Orleans at $2,25.
tended to return in about six months ; but
practised in the west.
These two left the application of“ Lynch Law.”—Centinel.]
| unforseen circumstances prevented his re were five families from the western shore of
Thomaston Chronicle.
place, but the others, five in number, armed
turn until the 4th ult.—having been absent Maryland, who had united in chartering a
themselves, and made a fortress of their es
Naval.—It is rumored that Com. Morris ! 16 years, 8 months and 27 days. During his single wagon, the upper loading of which was
tablishment, to which the citizens repaired, will be ordered to the North Carolina, 74, at ;
“ Go Ahead."—Bangor outdone !—can’t
bedding piled to the height of 12 feet from
and after having forced the doors, rushed in. present undergoing repairs at the Navy Yard, I absence, Mrs. R. obtained a bill of divorce,
hold a squid to the “ way down-Easters
the
ground,
on
the
top
of
which
26
women
Dr. Bodley, the first person who entered, re Gosport. That Com. Eliott will be detached i and was a second time married. With her
and children were perched. On the next A gentleman of this town took (two day»
ceived 11 balls through his body and fell from the Constitution, and take the place of , second husband she lived until his death,
since) a cool 50,000 critters rite downf for an
day, four families, containing 29 persons,
March
12th,
1831,
and
from
that
to
the
pres

dead instantly. The death of the Doctor Com. Morris in the Navy Board.
Capt. ent she remained a widow.
with a single wagon, followed from the same Island situated upon the boundary line be
On
Saturday,
excited the people to the highest degree of Shubrick will be ordered to the Constitution.
tween the Province of New Brunswick and
neighborhood.— Wheeling Gazette.
wrath ; and having seized the gamblers, they —Purser Elting has also been detached from 4th ult. Mr. Rockwell arrived in Chatham,
the United States, at the outlet of the Schoolost no time in hanging the whole five, who the Constitution, and Purser John N. Ham East Hampton Society, and found her that
die River, opposite Eastport, containing only
The amount of deposits in the Boston Sa
was once his wife, in the same house in which
remained suspended 24 hours.
bleton ordered to that ship.—Norfolk Beacon. he left her, in 1817 ; and on Thursday after vings’ Bank is more than two millions of dol two acres. It is conjectured by the knowing
*
ones, that the present proprietors intend to
noon, the 9th ult. they were again united in lars. The institution has always we believe
[From the-New Orleans Bulletin, July 6.]
Boundary Controversy.—We are authorized the bands of matrimony, by the Rev. Mr. paid five per cent, interest on deposits, and it erect a fishing establishment and ware
Capt. Marsh, of the brig Ajax, just arrived to state, that all apprehensions of a forcible
houses.—Eastport Sentinel oj 22cf idt.
has nowan accumulated surplus fund which
from Campeach’y, informs us that the greatest collision, arising out of the controversy in Loper of Middle Haddam.
belongs to the depositors amounting to $65,Middletown
Sentinel.
alarm existed at that place among all Ameri relation to the Northern Boundary of this
A Rail Road is contemplated from Bangor
000.
can citizens, fearing assassination, with which State, are removed. The communication be
to Bucksport. The Bangor Whig says:A fossil, left at our office a few days since,
they were openly threatened by the despera tween the Governor and the General Gov-•
“ The survey is nearly completed-, and the
has been submitted for examination to Pro
Machine for felling frees.—The New York
does in office. The American Consul was eminent, since the adjournment of the Leg
fessor Ducatel, the State Geologist, who pro Mechanics Magazine describes an invention route found to be feasible, the estimated cost'
compelled to keep within doors, barricadoed islature, has led to results entirely satisfacto
much exceeding $10,000 per mile, orenounces it to be a grinder of the Mastodon.— for felling trees in the forest, by means of a not
bout 160 to 170,000 dollars. More than half
and armed, apprehending an attack. In fact ry to the former, and which embraces all
It was found at a depth of fifteen feet from saw. The object of the invention is to save
such was the disposition of the persons in of that the honor or interests of the State can
the surface in the vicinity of Greensborough, time in the cutting of the tree, and to avoid the stock will readily be taken in Bucksport,
fice, since the appearance of the protest of be deemed to require. The several objects
and we see not but the enterprise will sud
Caroline County, on the Eastern shore of the waste of timber occasioned by the usual
the Captain of the brig Ophir and others, contemplated in the compromise bill will be
denly be accomplished. It will, of course,
Maryland, a region abounding in those depos mode of cutting.
which pourtrayed their worthless characters accomplished in due season.
be desirable to connect it with the Rail-road
ites
of
marine
shells
which
constitute
the
val

so correctly, that no American was safe ; and
Columbus (Ohio) Journal.
The Cholera appears to have abated at the from Old Town to this city, and we can see*
uable
marl-beds,
destined
to
be
such
rich
unless several United States vessels well man
sources of agricultural wealth. Fossils of West. It no longer prevails in Maysville ; no objection to such an union.*’
ned with marines, so as to chastise them on
Michigan.—Stevens T. Mason, acting Gov-1 similar character—grinders of the Mastodon Cincinnati is wholly free from it ; and the
shore, be immediately sent down, our coun
More Coal /—We learn that coal has been
ernor of Michigan, has issued his proclama and Elephant—have been occasionally before New Orleans papers deny its existence in
trymen would continue to be subject to every
tion convening the Legislative Council of found on the Eastern shore, in the probably that city. In Sharpsburg, Ky., Millerburg, discovered on the farm of Mr. Samuel Look,
degradation. Captain M. farther states, that
that Territory on the 17th day of August, for diluvial gravel, clay, or »and, that covers the Ky., Lebanon, Ohio, and Palmyra, Ma., the in Georgetown, a part of which has been
he heard while there, of an American officer
bonded. As far as we can learn the sub
the purpose of deliberating upon “ matters of marine deposites just referred to.
disease continues to rage with violence.
who had attempted to go to the city from one
stance supposed to be coal lies in a vein cov
We learn that individuals of New York
high import” to the Territory.
These mat
of our sloops of war, and who had by adverse
ered with loam and unconnected with any
ters
relate
to
the
difficulty
with
Ohio.
and
Boston
have
recently
sent
to
the
Eastern
Silk
Manufacturing
Company.
—
A
compa

winds, been compelled to land about five
shore for specimens of marl,—doubtless with ny has been formed at Poughkeepsie, New other kind of rock.— Wiscasset Intelligencermiles distant from Campeachy, where he and
A car has been placed on one of the Phila a view of introducing it into the neighbor York, for the manufacture of silk, with a cap
his men were subject to the greatest insult—
A correspondent of the New England
delphia Railroads, which is 36 feet in length, hood of those cities as a manure. This is a ital of $200,000. They have already com
were imprisoned, and threatened to be tied to
and runs on eight wheels. It is divided into striking evidence of the importance of those menced erecting a large building, 80 feet Farmer advises farmers who are now likely
the tails of asses, and dragged up to Camto be short of cattle fodder the coming win
three apartments, which are entirely separate deposites—an importance, by the way, only long, 35 feet wide, and 4 stories high.
peachy. This they made a public boast of,
ter to improve their vacant ground, wornoul
from each other, two being designed for pri fully appreciated since the appointment of a
stigmatizing us as a nation of peddling Jews.
pastures, &c. by planting Indian Corn, which
vate parties of ladies and gentlemen, while State Geologist.—Baltimore American.
Cholera at Nashville.—We learn from the
A vessel drawing over eight feet water can
the third is a kind of ordinary.
Nashville Republican, that the cholera is ra although too late to ripen will yield an abun
not approach Campeachy within ten miles,
Poisonous Cheese.—A correspondent in the ging at a tearful rate in the Penitentiary in dance of the best of food for cattle, with lit'
which makes armed vessels without a good
Hon. James B. Ray, Ex-Governor of Indi Greenfield Mercury, states that about sixteen that city. Upwards of fifteen deaths had oc tlq labor and7expense. The corn may beset
force of marines and boats of little service.
ana, it is said lost his election on account of persons in Deerfield were seriously affected, curred, and the editor earnestly recommends closely together and there will be no need of
the “ unconscionable length” of his messages. on the evening of the 8th ult. as was suppo that the convicts ke dispersed under a strong hoeing it. The editor of the Farmer seconds
The venerable and highly esteemed Mr.
this advice and thinks it would proved
This displeased the Printers. They had sed, by eating of a new cheese, made in Guil guard.
Maury, long known as the able and honora
cheapest fodder that can be raised.
no idea of existing under such a press of mat ford, Vt. Soon after eating it, the individu
ble Consul of the United States at Liverpool,
als were attacked with violent pain and sick
ter, and accordingly made a case of him.
The receipts on the Boston and Worces
arrived in this city yesterday on his way to
ness of the stomach, distension of the bowels, ter rail road, during the past week, for the
(j^We learn by the eastern papers that a
Virginia, and took lodgings at the Baltimore
“
Improved Short Horned Cattle.—The &c. accompanied by severe vomiting, and in fare of passengers amounted to $3120 57 ; for number of cows have died very suddenly ®
House.
the suburbs of Halifax. It is attributed to
one or two leases the symptoms resembled freight $364 36. Total, $3484 93.
This gentleman, it will be recollected, after taste for improving our Cattle in this neigh
their eating great quantities of fresh grain,
We those of the cholera morbus. The poison is
having faithfully discharged the duties of his borhood rather increases than abates.
supposed to have resulted from the use of the
A gentleman in this city, with whom we which creates fermentation, and causestheffi
appointment from the time, we believe, of understand that H. Clay, Esq. sold to Spen
adulterated arnetto, or otter, as it is usually are well acquainted, purchased some years to swell and die.—Mec.
Farmer.
Washington, was removed by Gen. Jackson cer Cooper, Esq. a few days ago, one of the
improved short horn cows, with a calf one called, which is frequently put into cheese to ago a township of land, in the State of Maine,
to make room for a political partizan.
The Hon. Peleg Sprague has consented to
day old, by Accommodation, for $500 ; but give it a rich coloring. The writer states for two cents and a half an acre,—amounting
Baltimore Chronicle.
she is said to be unsurpassed in pedigree and that genuine arnetto is a vegetable extract, to about $620. Some two or three years af deliver an Address before the Pilgrim Socie
and is harmless, but as it is somewhat expen
ty, at Plymouth, on the 22d of Decent^
The Nashville Union admits that General promise. Before the cow and calf were re sive, it is often adulterated with red lead, terwards, he sold the township for $47,000.
Jackson has been sending Extra Globes and moved from Ashland Mr. Cooper sold the which renders it cheaper, though when thus It has since changed proprietors once or next.
calf, deliverable at weaning, to Maj. S. Smith,
twice, and in these changes one of them re
the Globe newspaper, “ containing the grossest
Peaches, the first of the season, sold in
adulterated it is a deadly poison.
This ceived $14,000 for lumber taken from it. It
calumnies against Judge White and some of for $200.”—Lexington Intelligencer.
cheese is undergoing a thorough analyzation. has been sold within a few weeks for $180,- Boston market last Monday, at two shilling*
his most distinguished friends,” into Tennes
each^
American Salines.—The Kannawa Salt
000 I—Boston pa.
see, and justifies his conduct in so doing, by
A Great Operation.—A lot of cotton, com
asking if the President has not as good a right Works, Virginia, manufacture about two
Grub Worm.—The Portland Jeffersonian
Accident.—A letter from Orono, Me., in
prising 6000 bales, changed hands at New
as any body else to do such things ? The millions of bushels annually—a large increase
says,
“ upon the authority of successful ei’
forms
us
that
on
the
19th
inst.
Capt
Marshall
Orleans on the 6th, the amount of the bill of
Union thinks it very hard that so great a man from former years. The coal used is brought
which was nearly half a million of dollars.— Wilbour, late of Bridgewater, while engaged periment, that boiling water, poured arounn
on
rail
roads,
and
the
water
drawn
by
steam
as the President should be denied the right to
This, it is believed, (says the Bulletin,) is the in raising the roof of the Four Saw block of the tree near the bottom, has proved an an«*
frank Extra Globes to Tennessee, where he power.
largest single transaction ever here recorded mills, belonging to the Orono Company in dote complete for the evil, by killing
had resided thirty years. And, pray, who
that town, fell a distance of 30 feet from the worms, so that the trees hitherto sickly an“
on
the annals of cotton operations.
A mill for sawing Stone, has been invent
, denies the President this right ? No one
beams of the mill to the ground. In the tall decaying, have in the course of two or tb#
doubts it—no one denies it. He can exercise ed by Mr. Joseph L. Dutton, and a company
seasons—the experiment being repeated tw
Out offorty political papers published in his back was broken in several places,, and
it as much as he chooses. It is not the right has been formed at Philadelphia, with a cap
he was otherwise shockingly bruised.
He or three springs in succession—-been
Virginia,
there
are
but
twelve
which
are
ital
of
$64,000
to
establish
works
for
the
but the conduct that is held up as justly ob
pletely restored,
i died the same night.—Transcript.
friendly to the election of Van Buren.
purpose.
noxious to censure and condemnation.
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'■ foregoing reioiiitidh ; and to make all other
arrangements necessary for Opening subscrip
tions to the stock and obtaining the requisite
grants from the Legislature of Maine.

fror the G aze'tte & Palladium

then (both Steam doctors) and seven negroes
at least. About Livingston the excitement THE JPEHjPLE’S & PENNY
GRANITE!
was greatest—the summary justice, however,
>.,l,e
'bt. and1? defect 'll theí*
SATURDAY, AUGUST JL, 1835.
MÁGAZINE,,
ofMississippians has probably quieted the
Will Fortune never come with both hands full ?
«"»“Xcht.RAIÍZrÓAD MEETIÑGSr&c. '
Consisting of thè American People’s Magazine^
Henry IV.
spirit
for
years.
Acting
on
the
principle
of
R AIL-ROAD MEETINGS, &c.
[Messrs. F. O. J. Smith, Levi Cutter,
united with the Penny Magazine of the Lon-,
Yes,—we answer! and só says every rock “ solus populi suprema est lex,” the gobd peo
L. The engines1?^6 Withln W i Rai,-roads forrn the Sreat t0Pic ófébn- James Appleton, N. G. Jewett and J. B. Ca
don Society for the Diffusion of Useful
arid tree in the State. And that man must be ple of that place and its » vicinity dppointed a
water was d’X ?ther tiii'dySVersation just noVv in all Sections of the
Knowledge.
hoon were chosen the Committee Of Corres- both carping and avaricious, who is not satis committee to pass on the guilt or innocence
ebamln? I10156 of saving ¡h^’^^ntry- That whifch 0CCUPies the Sreatest
HE present publishers of the Peopled
fied With our prospects as a people. What of the accused, and they acted âccordingly.
pondence-, &c.]
.use—
Were saved. ”ThOlls^Ilare ofattention in this quarter is the proan age this for discovery ! What an excite The two whites were pronounced guilty yes
Magazine, being desirous of improving
A call for a meeting of “ all interested in
its character, áfíd rendering it more deserv
ment For speculation ! Whitt a desire for im terday, and after the sentence was announ
k’arn. and a nei h?SC-°nnect^ withP^0Sed Rail*road from Boston to Portland,
the establishment of a Rail Road from Dover, provement ! Once we were content with a ced, an hour was allowed them fof prepara ing of the extensive patronage which it had
nines by flying
9tOre cauoC^eetings on this subject have been held in through Great Falls, Sanford, Alfred, Water
seat in the mail coach and could sit very pa tion, when they were swung off One of received, have resolved on enlarging its size;
‘bon were extingois5 buLby proJ^aco and P°rtland, the proceedings of which
borough and Hollis, co meet the contemplated tiently while we were conveyed at the mag them, under the gallows, acknowledged the by uniting with it the London Penny Maga
■ir n^*1 a ,aUi^ahie willi^i
co^ilre published below.—There seems to be no
justice of his fate, and stated that the plan
Rail-road from Portland to Gorham,” to be ic rate of 9 miles the hour, and even des was for a general rising that night, from zine, which they propose to republish entire;
tneTm6^111 a’B Sor,,y
reason t0 d°ubt that the road will be
cant on our speed by the way.
And when
and without alteration. The general excel
J held at Griffin’s Hotel in Alfred, On the 10th the application of steam to the boats upon Beattie’s Bluff in Madison, to Natchez : that lence and high deputation of the Penny Mag
operations e J’“? ?,<ler «iX5onstructed fr0,n Boston t0 Portsmouth, and
inst., at 10 A. M. “ for the purpose of devising our rivers, lakes and sounds, proved success the discovery there, would probably defeat it azine, which is published under the patron
‘h there is chance f • fire Con¿m Ponsmouth to Great Falls, through
the ways and means for the object/’ has been ful, and we were offered more comfort with I as to this part of the State, but that there age ofthe British Society foi* the Diffusion of
Pecb
°riIilI)rove®eoii|1| |Dover, with all practicable expedition. Shall
greater expedition, we Were unmeasured in j would be a rising that night, so sure as the Useful Knowledge, and of which 200,000
published*
our encomiums on the facilities for travelling night should conte, &c. The whites appear copies are sold in Great Britain, have induced
_____
t be eominued to Portland—and if so, shall
(CF’A meeting of the citizens of Great and thought the risk of broken limbs nothing, ¡ lo have been at the head of i t, and with the the publishers of the People’s Magazine to aidual1*6 lnf*°rn,ed d,at the body
iti>ass though the villages on the sea-board,
foolish hope of getting and carrying off plun dopt this contee, as that in which they cali
ih/v’vas^ffis”6l° bave died
i>ol’tSfnouth, or go through the interior Falls (Somersworth) was held on the evening compared with the economy of time. But I
best promote the interest and meet the Wish
now the rail track runs along our highways der.
of
the
23d
ult.,
for
the
purpose
ofconsidering
el’ at a coniXrabl °n-^Ílowns’ i*rotn Dover ? In regard to the first
and the steam cars offer to convey us sefely, | “We have heard nothing further1 this morn es of thèif humerons readers. The articled
the
expediency
of
constructing
a
Rail-road
not 12 or 15, but twenty-five miles the hour !! ing. The Post Master at Livingston sent no coniameli in that work are not all equally anation, in the tovvnsl‘^SlanCe 4)art
en<iuiry, there can be no doubt,
And we : tice to this placé, so soon as there was a sur dapted to the wants and the taste of the
D ) near the AndroscoLir^.^ ^^at a rai1 road is constructed from Boston from Great Falls to Dover, to be connected What a whirling, rushing age !
seem to be advancing with the same won-! mise of the apprehended agitation among the American Reader ; yet few of them can be
w week-0“^10 llavle° '»«Xh 0 PonBmouth> ‘‘ wil1 sooner or later be con- with one leading to Dover either from Ports drous strides to wealth : The old plodding Í slaves, and it is possible it may be suppressed rejected as undeserving attehtion feven oit thié
mouth or Haverhill.” It appeared; from facts
Jise, several ariic|reTef0“d*r"Ue<ltO Portland- In answor to the latter
way of getting rich by pedestrian and equestri over the State. We are, however, uneasy side of the Atlantic. Few of them are on sub
and
calculations presented to the meeting by an exertions is despised as the day of small here about the large plantations below—a jects of mere local interest—politics are ex
lum and pocketbook °tbinMiiitiluest,on, we think there cun be no doubt that
gentlemen who addressed it, “ that the a- things.
We can now acquire with scarcely day or two will remove or confirm those cluded—and discussions of doubtful and dis
)ey> and some papers
5“l,d,e route t^rodSh d,e towns on the seaboard
fears. Other white persons and slaves were puted questions are rarely introduced.—
any pains-taking that for Which
di were “ The last Will anO’^8
best—the road could be constructed at mount usually paid for transportation and
“---------------over-careful fathers
( Under examination (or trial,) before the court, The prominent subjects are striking points
stage
fare
between
that
place
and
Dover,
has
ave
6 S’mPson ” &c. He ^nuch less expense and would be far more
at Livingston last evening.
We have not of Natural History—accounts of the Greai
Have broke their sleep with thoughts, their
Brain with care—their bones with industry.”
yet heard their fate.”
Works of Art in Sculpture and Paint
from ffie fact offfie-^h160 yeM^rofilab,e tban on the other route.—Our been at least $10,000 annually. That a Rail
road to that place would materially increase
ing—descriptions df such Antiquities as pos
Money is acquired now as rapidly as miles
is pocket-book a copy of
^MHends in the interior towns are alive to the
its business and improve the value of real es are compassed : The whole country is trav
Lightning.—A house in Mayo street, Port sess historical interest—personal Narratives of
indwich, May 24f 1835» 7.ler’Subject,.and have with commendable promptTravellers—Biography pf men who haveliad
That the distance to Dover Landing elling by speculation with the force of steam land, occupied by the family of Mr. Cyrus
’’itis ’ and s^ned “ Joseph S^ness and ze{d cafletl a meeting to devise tate.
to affluence.
Frqm xMaine to Missouri there Sweetsir, who is absent in the country,"was a permanent influence on the condition ofthd
Tltf °Sed l^í b*s nanie
waYs and means’ for the continuation of the does not exceed five miles, and that the route exists the same excitement 'for extravagant struck by lightning, during the heavy shower world —established Facts in Statistics and Po
noranda°; °Wln® *8 an
Inroad from Dover to Portland. We are glad is very level, ahd the ground of a character to operations. The extremes of the country aré on Saturday last, which passed down the litical Economy—and other subjects of a likd
admit of the construction of a road at as low brought'together: Lots in Chicago, Canton, chimney, demolishing it, and scattering the general interest, accompanied With a great
In the year 1835, on Monda h
w,tness lhe enterprising spirit manifested
price as in any part of the country.” A Com Yorkville and East Boston are advertised on bricks in all directions, into the lower room, number of Engravings, to illustrate almost
il, left Orford to seek my iortune R dlein’ abbough we feel confident that Carethe same sheet and become competitors at entered the closet* stripping off the plastering, every variety of subjects.
These subjects, however, are of course se
^n jom home through the inteijlul surveys and estimates, and calculations as mittee was appointed to open a subscription the same auction : And the Capitalists of our breaking all the crockery and glass,and melt
for stock, &c.—The books for subscription, Middle States are purchasing real estate in ing some Brittannia tumblers so much as to lected with reference to the condition and
the* mtrsed^1 ^e* ^esse(’ nei^l° die ProbabIe amount of travel and goods
we learn from the G. F. Journal, were open Michigan and Maine with the same confi render them entirely useless—shivered into taste ofthe English reader. As a work to bd
out of two thousand^d 11^° ÍWransPorted, w‘d show conclusively that the
splintersone ofthe chairs in the room, throw presented to an American reader, as a gener
ed on the 24th, at 10 A. M* and closed at 4 dence as if contiguous to their homestead*
erty.”
0 813 ^ea-board route possesses advantages in all
We rejoice that this State has not been a- ing the fragments of it upon a table,—took al repository of information and entertain
P. M», during which time the whole stock sleep while others have been up and doing j
r the information of his frienil/^e8e resPects over tbat contemplated by
from its hinges the door of a clock, broke a ment, in the most important and useful bran
(50,000) was taken up.
She has taken a prominent part in the land looking glass, leaving the frame little injured ches of knowledge; it may be rendered more
• 311'V’ We .are reQuested to say ¿then?.—Why are not the citizens on the sea, ! complete On many of the subjects of the highA Rail-road is in contemplation from Belfast operations of the day—has already developed and broke the windows.—Descending into, ' est interest, by the addition prbpbsed. Facts
•ticlZ fnnn teCe-UL*L-interred ’ Aboard awake ? Saco is actively engaged in
some of her resources and is continually o- the kitchen, the lightning then went up
The Bangor Whig says the
•are of Mr. Benj
l^he w°rk, and why should not Kennebunk, to Gardiner*
pening new mines of wealth—convincing her through the wall into the chamber, where it i and events relating to this country—discoven they will call forthem, and seuíW’e,,s and Yoik S,ll0W that they' fe,el some route is one of the most eligible in Maine.
sister states that though last she is not least in perforated a stove, and split a fire board in I ries and improvements of American origin;
two, driving one part of it through the win ■ and subjects arising out of our peculiar instiWe learn from the Bangor Freeman, that our family of republics.
ises incurred in his burial, &c. ^interest in a matter so deeply affecting their
Among the most abiding sources of reve dow into the yard. The boards and clap ! tutions and state of society, must necessarily
Bea'n
^g°^)taaied
aPpHcaliinterests ? Let meetings be held, and com- the stock for a steamboat to run between
nue, may be considered the quarries of gran boards were toi-n from the back of the house, I be, in a great measure, excluded from a MagLomUdifMa^llowTÍrMft1"“6“ of corresP°,ldence be appointed,- Bangor and Belfast, touching at the princi ite recently discovered in dur own town.
and the whole building made a complete' ! azine- particularly adapted to the use of the
pal
places
on
the
route,
is
nearly
all
taken
up.
These
will
not
be
liable
to
those
fluctuations
of
Wreck. Providentially, no one was present ' people of Great Britain. These deficiencies
Hon of Berlin. N. H. papers \vii)Ferhaps nodlinS tnore dian dlis is necessary
in the house at the time of the disaster—Mrs. j.it is. the intention ofthe.»publishers to *supply
• * •»
e the above.—Portland Jeffersoniñat tbls t,me* ®ut R seems to us that it is im- The boat will be connected with a line of prices to which timber lands, &c. are exposed.
The discovery of extensive quarries of val S. only a few minutes before, having left it at j1,1 lhe IeoPley Magazine, and this departstages
to
Augusta.
She
will
probably
be
in
------portant that so much be done without delay.
uable granite has awakened no little degree the earnest solicitation of a neighbor, and her l”en.1 of.tbe 'Vork, consisting chiefly of orit
i
..
..
rYtnc
11
-- 1 as d
operation in the course of a few weeks*
n’AL Accident.—On Thursday oj
—
ginal'CiHinlnb
articles, ««nil
will be specially
designed
of interest among us. There is no doubt daughter attending a singing school.—Adv.
k Jacob Robinson, a young man a$
meeting of the citizens of Saco and
companion
to
the
Penny
Magazine,
with a
The whole amount of the capital stock for but the granite among us will be preferred
of auapnng
adapting
fully
Tk.
-i
j .«th
«• t the
i afinest view
oi
more
tuny
to the . situation
t q
in/í'e e,nPl°y,M feiddeford was held on the evening of the the Rail-road from Concord, N* H. to Lowell in the market to that of other quarries in
The ^droscoggm
abounds
a„d wants
'of^eit A
,nerical
/reader
h wi|1
t. bnnon Slnbles, of this town, wasmi,u >. r
r ,>
•
i
1 wants of the American reader. It will
our State. The dark being preferred for the granite.
J vt™ Ze'““"."«
I
lal!e
of subjects of Natural Histoin splining wood with gun powder
hU
f°r he pUrp°Se °f adopt,n£ 8Uch Mass, has been subscribed.
main body of the building and lhe light for from Bethel very superior to that of Quincy.
run- t» t
_ mn/,y,,
originating on this continent; and particu’ which is common amotw lime ¿¿measures as might be deemed expedient in
lhe trimmings, &c. But in order that our They consist Ptv
of translucent quartz, snow(Ejr
’
The
Speculation
fever
rages
here
to
v" ■i larly in oiir own country—incidents in Atnerwas struck on the bead with the| regard to the contemplated rail-road from
quarries may be carried on profitably they white feldspar and black mica, in fine grains.)
j lean History, American Biography, descrip
ch confines the charge, andhissculli Portland to Boston, through Saco. Hon. E. a considerable extent. Old ledges thought must be worked extensively—for the demand
It is easily wrought, and of unequalled beau-1
to be valueless have sold the past week for
tions of our great works of Public ImproveihonZten h™eXtentwl° ca,.JSe^f Shepley was called to the Chair and A. G. $800. Real Estate of all kinds is rapidly ad for granite will come in the shape of large ILviS aiS0 in
ll’ere "" ■
»pec.mens or amenean arcmment, striking specimens of American Arcbicontracts for houses and public buildings and tnexhausttble quarry of wlme- feldspar, spect-Ii te(
ibotn ten hours. We understand.
, .
„
. „
.tu
ahdSuJefu, discoveries of domestic
vancing
in
value;
and
to
judge
from
present
Ludwig, who was called, removed!»! Goodwin’ EsT, was appointed Secretary,
therefore such men and means must be em mens of which have been pronounced by our Orjo.jn
This portion ofthe work will be preirate portions of the scull, the larges The following resolutions were adopted u- appearances one would not look distant for ployed as will insure the confidence of the potters very valuable for glazing ware. It |
s
the day when Thomaston will be one ofthe public.
j pared with care, that it may be, worthy of
,
ch Was four inches in length and ttanimously :—
was between Norway and Bethel.
great cities of the State.—Thomaston Chton.
being received as a companion to the populaF
Those who have thought they were too re
Thomaston Chi on.
Resolved, That a Rail Road from Portland
Correspondent of the Portland Courier.
work with which it is now united.
[There has been much speculation in mote from the theatre of operations to specu
The Debple’s and Penny Mdgazine will bd
— m ..
“
.
through Saco to Boston, Would in the opinlate in land, may now have an opportunity to
Insurrection at Havana.—The brig Carroll
Granite
Ledges
in
this
vicinity
within
a
few
lhe lune business is proseeiilM jon ofthis meeting be a public convenience,
make their fortunes at home—and it remains Capt. Young, arrived yesterday at Pbiladel- iHustrated with highly finished wood engragreatest extent at this time in itóloi an([ mat we feel an interest in the accom- days past. It is believed that there are many for capitalists to say whether this generation
’• in eight
• ■ days from
•
t
Capt.
P?S’ a,nd lssued th monthly numbers, conphia,
Havana.
L r“ tV1
ii I KI I n Of 64 T'ltlfTOC!
___ 4 I"» Al <•twelve
XMT Al 1 W r z-v V* I. >v-> t-v/l >*z-i
fiords constant employment to ajs jffishment ofsirch a work.
quarries of excellent granite in Kennebunk or the itexu §hall have the bebefit of the dis Young informs that on the I2th of July an
taining
pages each
i
O
vvtvn —the
HIV
IMVJVAj number^
1JUU1UV1Q
ly laborers; and is sold at the kilnsali
ReSolv.ed, That we choose a cornmitttee of
insurrection took place among the blacks ( ef*ua! lo
pagesj jjdmmon octavo. Each
port, most of wffteh.Lave been sold or ‘ bond- covery* * ,
per cask,—carried to Boston and soli nve,
fivej io
lo represent
repfeséni me
the interests ana
and wishes
of i „ .
wisnes ot
,
.// .
.
Ht
at work
work nn
on tPiA
the aqueduct; they refused work, Jnumber will be published simultaneously at
“ There”is a tide in the affairs of men
the peopleL,ofZSaco
and Biddeford on lhe
sub0—and at New Orleans at $2,25.
___ ___________________
l._ —
L | ed by the ongnlal'owners smee the cot»;
Which lakeii at its flood, leads on to fortune :
and broke into a store, arming themselves Boston, New York, Philadelphia, and Balti
Thomaston Ckronik ject, and in general to do all things which mencement of the /ever, some tvy° or three
Omitted, all lhe voyage of their life
with knives, and killed three or four whites. more.
Is bound in shallows and in miseries ;
The People’s Magazine will also be issued
---------mey may think conducive to the undertak
weeks since. One of the quarries is now
In quelling them sixteen were lanced by the
^Gntsuch a full sea are we now afloait ;
en Ahead."’-Bangor outdone!—c jng.
troop of hotee. About thirty were to be shot separately from the Penny, in monthly num
worked by the U. S. Government and about
And1 w e must lake the current when it serves
bers, of double the number of pages coittaina squid to the “ way down-Easter,
Ether Shepley, Samuel Batchelder, Josiah
,$r ‘lose, our ventures.”
in a few days.-—JV*. Y. Com.
ed in the present numbers, enlarged and im
entleman of this town took (twodCalef, Moses Emery and James B. Thornton five thousand tons have been quarried, to be
fKenn$unk-portj July 30,1835.
."V
—
used in a pier at the mouth of the harbor.
) a cool 50,000 entters rite dow% for Were chosen said Committee.
The Cincinnati Whig is authorized by proved, and each number neatly put Up in at
I situated upon the boundary line1
It was Voted, That said Committee be re- The stone is of a dark color* hard and* it is
Insurrection of Slaves.—In our paper of General Harrisop to state that he declines to strong cover.
The first number of the People’s will be is
i the Province of New Brunswick I quested to attend the meeting called by the said* is well adapted to all the purposes for Monday, we copied from the Philadelphia permit his name to be Used, as a candidate
sued on the 1st of April next, and it is intend
nited States, at the outlet ofthe Seb citizens of Portland on Saturday evening
Gazette an account of a projected insurrec for the Vice Presidency*
which<granite
is
Wanted.
—
We
doubt
not
ed to issue the twelve numbers in such inter
iver, opposite Eastport, containing c next, and to represent us in said meeting, if
tion among the slaves in Mississippi. The
vals, as to complete the volume by the 1st of
eres. It is conjectured by the ta it be in accordance with the feelings of the the’re arp. maqy valuable ledges at the Port, Nashville (Tennessee) Banner contains the
Among the passengers in the packet ship January next.
that the present proprietors inte» citizens of Portland.
which if worked judiciously would yield a following extract of a letter from Mississippi, England, which sailed from New York for
The first number ofthe Penny, Commenc
a fishing establishment and v
The meeting was adjourned to the evening handsome profit to* the operators. We are addressed to a gentleman in that city, which Liverpool on Friday last, was Mr. Barry, ing with a late number of the London edition;
Eastport Sentinel oj 22d ult.
appears to confirm the story ofthe Gazette. Minister to Spain.
-of the Monday following, probably for the not sufficiently well acquainted with the bu
and with a regular volume, will be issued in
We also giye another extract of a letter, in
connexion with the People’s, commencing
ail Road is contemplated from B purpose of hearing the report of the commit siness to form an opinion as to the value of reference to the same transaction, received in
The Kentucky elections will take place on with No. I., on the 1st May next, and the
ksport. The Bangor Whig m tee appointed to attend the meeting at Port the ledges, and are consequently unable to Lynchburg, and published in the Virginian of the third, fourth and fifth of the present
succeeding numbers will appear at intervals,
survey is nearly completed, aw land, &c., but the meeting notified to be held say whether they have been sold or bonded that place.—Boston Patriots
month. The antagonist parties are preparing so as to complete the volume of twelve num
Found to' be feasible, the estimate« in Portland on Saturday was postponed to at extravagant prices or below their worth.
“ 1 take a few moments from the awful dis for the struggle.
bers, by the 1st of January next. The Penny
ueb exceeding $10,000 per mile, i
tress and confusion existing here, to inform
Magazine may be obtained separately from
Of this, however, there is no doubt, that they
160 to 170,000 dollars. More than 'Tuesday evening, 28th ult.
you that this (Hinds) and several adjoining
HYMENEAL.
the People’s.
are
worth
working
and
that
our
neighbors
ock will readily be taken in Bud?
The meeting in Portland was very numer
counties, have been under arms, day and
specimen of the Penny Magazine is giv
MARRIED—In Biddeford, Mr. W. Rankin, enAwith
ve see not but the enterprise will ously attended on Tuesday evening.
The will be likely, in consequence of these specu night, in our defence, expecting every mo
with No. 26 ofthe People’s. Eithef
of
Wells,
to
Miss
O
live
R
ole
,
of
B.
r be accomplished. It will, of
ment to be burned lip or have our throats cut
or all the previous numbers of both works,
following preamble and resolutions were u- lations, to reap some Considerable benefit.
In
Saco,
Mr.
Joseph
Scamman,
to
Miss
Ellis
¡sirable to connect it with the«
by the Negroes. A dreadful alarm exists, Sheppard.
supplied at subscription price.
We wish them abundant prosperity.]
Old Town to this city, and we cu nanimously adopted
particularly among the females.
Subscribers to the People’s Magazine, who
Jection to such an union?
“
An
insurrection
has,
it
appears*
been
on
Whereas the increase of business, wealth
have paid the publishers; and have not re
OÊITÜARY.
The Bridgpoft* N. J. papers state that one
hand among the negroes, for the last six
and'population in this State exhibit an unex
ceived all the numbers due, can be supplied
re Coal ¡—We learn that coal bad ampled degree of prosperity, which calls of the most tremendous rains which that vi months, headed by white men. The massa
DIED—In Kenttebunk-port, on Tuesday last, free of charge, on application to them, post
vered on the farm of Mr. Samuels loudly for a corresponding enlargement of cinity ever witnessed fell on the 22d ult. cre was to have commenced on the fourth of Mrs. Hannah Dorman, aged 86;—a Ionian tvho paid. Also, all those persons who subscribed
the facilities of intercourse between our citi commencing at 5 and continuing until 10 July. Their plans were well laid, and, no always sustained the reputation of a worthy one. and paid the agents in Cincinnati, for the first
iorgetown, a part of which has
[Coin.
zens and those at distant points in other P. M»—during which time it is believed that doubt but that thousands of the whites would
ed. As far as we can learn
volume, or any authorized agent, for either
have been murdered, had we not been saved
In Boston, suddenly, of bilious fever, Mr. Mor volume, shall be supplied With all the defi
States—
e supposed to be coal lies in avj
at
least
9
inches
of
water
fell.
Many
mills
rell
Sargent,
s
on
of
Mr.
Amos
Sargent
of
Wells,
only
a
week
before
the
time,
by
a
faithful
ne

with loam and unconnected *
cient numbers, on application to the publish
* And whereas, the spirited citizens of Mas
aged 22 years.
ers, enclosing a remittance for the third vol
• kind ofrock.-WiscassetlnWfl'
sachusetts and New Hampshire have already were swept away—the crops of grain and gro man who was in all the secrets, and was
In
Milltown,
St.
Stephen,
Mrs.
Hannah
Hey

adopted efficient and energetic measures for grass were considerably damaged and the lo have been high in command, and who re wood, aged 27. Death occasioned by poisonous ume, post paid.
vealed to his master the whole plan ; and to
Terms.—For the People’s and Penny Mag
correspondent of the Neff J
opening such facilities by the construction of roads much injured*
convince him of its reality, placed his master sugar.
In Limerick, 18th ult. Mr. Joseph M. Cum- azine together, two dollars andfifty cents for
ier advises farmers who are«
. Rail-roads through two routes from the city
in a position where from bis place of con ston, formerly of Saco, aged 54.
twelve monthly numbers, pfit up in beautiful
.'short of cattle fodder the J J
of Boston to the western boundary of Maine,
Post Office Robbery.—The Post Office in
style.
contemplating therein the prompt co-opera Portsmouth was broken open on Wednesday cealment, he Could overhear one of their
, improve their vacant grouta®
night
meetings,
at
which
the
whole
scheme
For the People’s only, as described above,
n-e^&c. by planting Ind an ¿
tion of the citizens of Maine in extending the, night, 22d ult. and robbed of money and let
SHIP NEWS.
Was discussed.
one dollar. For the Penny only, as described
Same to the city of Portland-—
ugh too late to ripen will yield
ters*
“ A great many negroes were, in conse
KENNEBUNK, AUGUST 1, 1835.
above, one dollar and fifty cents.
The back door, (a strong double one) was
e ofthe best of food for cattle,
And whereas, universal experience has de
quence, taken Lip in Madison county, from
Payments in all eases in advance, or
bored
through
with
a
bit,
so
as
to
cut
a
piece
monstrated
the
practicability,
superior
cheap

to and «pen«.
whom the committee found out who the
ARRIVED.
the most undoubted reference.
ness and eminent advantages of Rail-roads about six inches square, and the glass of the white leaders Were. About ten negroes, and
|V together and there will be
July 25—Sch. Osprey, Perkins, from Boston ;
SAMUEL COLMAN,
¡
The editor of the F»o*
for the purposes of the intercommunication inside door broken, thus giving opportunity to five or six white men have been hung with 28—Schs. Grape, Ward, do.; Mary, Webber, do.
Successor to Lilly ', Wait
Co.
of commercial cities and districts, and also unfasten the hooks and bolts of both. The out any form Of law or trial except an exam
ar]vice and thinks It
I»
SAILED.
Boston, February, 1835.
for profitable investments of capital to stock bit Was stolen from a cabinet-maker’s shop, ination before the examining committee.—
July 26—Sch. Moro, Emery, Boston.
)e8t fodder that can be raned.
which was broken open for the purpose.
holders.
MEMORANDA.
They are still going on trying and hanging.
Resolved, That the enterprise mentioned is
The Great Eastern Mail had been despatch It appears, from a confession that Doctor
STRAY OX.
Saco, July 23.—Ar. sch. Angerona, Jordan,
-We learn by the
TRAYED from the pasture of Benjamin
worthy of the best efforts of the citizens of ed in the evening, as also all the mails for the
Boston ; sloops Marcia, Pool, Gloucester ; In
Cotton made, that their route was to have
,er of cows havedied «
crease, Philbrook, Boston ; 24th, schs. Ann,
'the three States immediately interested, and North and East; the merchants had taken out,
Harmon in Kennebunk, on Thursday
commenced from some place above this, and
suburbs of Hálito
»jjj,
16ijb inst. a fed ox, five years old, white bind
is in fact, and ought to be considered by all, as usual, most of their letters ; and sevei-al to proceed thence through the principal Chase, Philadelphia ; Only Daughter, Dennis ;
25th, schs. Benevolence, Baker, Dennis ; May
eating great quantities ,
as one and indivisible through its whole dis other persons are known to have taken out
h creates ferntentauon, at^ towns, to Natchez, and then on to New Or Flower, Emery, Boston ; sloops George Wash feet and a white star in bis forehead. Any
person who will return said ox to the Subscri
tance between the cities of Boston and Port money letters on that evening ; leaving mails
leans, murdering all the white men and ugly ington ; Helen, Barker, of Yarmouth, from New
rell and die--^ ^
ber, who has the care of said pasture, or givd
land, and not as the work and property of for the interior of the State, with a lot of mis
women—sparing the handsome ones and York—Sailed, July 22d, schs. Sally, Davis, Bos
information so that he may be obtained, shall
distirfct associations of individuals—and that cellaneous letters for the town, and many
ton
;
Mercator,
Scamman,do
;
Lucy,
White,
making wives of them—and plundering and
,e Hon. Peleg Sprague
be suitably rewarded by
upon the condition of its being so made by dead and refused letters, most of which Were
burning as they went. Dr. Cotton, after be Yarmouth ; Superior, Kelly, Dennis ; 23d, schs.
;ran Address betotte™^
WILLIAM JACOBS.
the proprietors of it in Massachusetts and stolen, together with from 50 to 100 dollars
Adno,
Murch,
Boston
;
Echo,
Jordan,
do.
;
24th,ing condemned upon a negro testimony*
Kennebunk, July 23,1835.
; Plymouth, on the
New Hampshire, we are of opinion that the in change.
made a confession and disclosed the whole sch. Phaeton, Emery, do ; 26th, schs. Isabella,
The post office offers one hundred dol
Stevenson, do.; Elizabeth, Leavitt, do. ; sloops^
enterprise of the citizens and capitalists of
plan. He is an old confederate of a man
Maine may be safely relied upon for contribu lars, and the town a like sum, for the ap by the name of Murrell* now in the Nashville Increase, Philbrook, do.; Joseph, Benson, do.
STRAY HORSE.
eher, the to *
tion to the capital stock required for the work, prehension of the thief or thieves.
Ar. at Portsmouth, 26th ult. ship Marion, Da
AME into the inclosure of the subscribe]^’
Penitentiary.
”
n market last Monday,
vis, from Turks’ Island.
Portsmouth Journal.
to an amount equal to the expenditure neces
on Wednesday morning last, a white'
At Aux Cayes, 2d inst. brig Brutus, Merrill,
A large part of the letters, papers, &c.
From the Lynchburg Virginian, July 23.
sary for the completion of it within the limits
Horse, apparently about 13 years old. The'
for
this
port,
15.
were found, on Sunday last, in Great Swamp, Extract of a letter from a gentleman in Clin
of this State.
Owner of said Horse is requested to prove?
Ar. at Havana* 8th ult. brig Horace, Foss, property, pay charges and take him away.
ton, Mississippi, to a gentleman in this place,
Resolved, That a Committee of five per about 2^ miles from the Court House. They
hence.
dated July 5,1835.
> upon the author»?'
id
sons be appointed to consult and correspond were broken open much mutilated and oth
JAMES STEVENS
Cid. at New-Orleans, 9th, brig Watchman,
“ Our community is in a state of exciteKennebunk, July 23,1835.
With the projectors of the two above named erwise injured, and we believe nearly all of
>nt, that boiling
Boston.
Adv.
brig
Herschel!,
for
Patterson,
= near the Mo'n.h»^^
___ , on the subject of an insurrection of the Boston.
routes in the States of Massachusetts and them are recovered. The extent of the loss ment,
SIX MONTHS IN A CONVENT.
New Hampshire, together with other persons sustained by rifling them of their contents has slaves. It seems probable that they conternomplete for tha S,’r„
At Havana, 11th ult. brig Göorge, Wise, wait
FURTHER supply of the above, just re
interested and with such other Committees not yet been ascertained, but from the gen- plated it pretty generally, and that last night ing freight.
ceived and for sale by D. REMICHv
. .
. In
Ar. at Providence, 27th ult. schs. Superior,
as may be raised in other towns in this State eral appearance of the letters, it is probably was the time fixed on for the purpose.
Jane 27*
I
T'Madison county, they have hung two white Two Friends, and Polly Ewer, Saco.
for a similar purpose, upon the subject of the inconsiderable.—Portsmouth Gaz.
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At, a Court of Probats held at Limerick, wiihiil1
THE SILK CULTUllIST'.
i
and for the County of York, on the J^suHpHE Executive Committee of the HartMonday of July, in the year of our Lord \
ford County Silk Society, havecoWiBROKEN TIES.
At a Court of Probate held at Limerickwithin
eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the Hon-1 toeneed a
a monthly
monthly publication,
publication, called
called the
the MANY articles are before the nd
BY JAMES MONTGOMERY.
and for the County of York, On the first Mon
ourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of Silk Culturist and Farmers Manual.
day
of
July,
in
the
year
of
owr
Lord
eighteen
The broken ties of happier days,
as a cure for that most obstfe,
said Court:
The object of the publication is to dissemi
hundred and, thirty-five, by the Honourable JOT ARY RUSSELL, named executrix in a
How often do they seem
nate a thorough knowledge of the ctiltivari’on and tormenting disease, the Rbetmiaii^
WM.
A.
HAYES,
Judge
of
said
Court
:
To come before our mental gaze.
from ------->
close observation
are fed
-------- we
„v aiuiedi,
nplMOTHY WINN, named executor in a 1 vJL certain instrument purporting to be the of the Mulberry tree, in all its varieties—The and -----Like a remembered dream ;
Jcertain, instrument purporting to be the fest will and testament of David Russell, fete rearing of the silk Worms—the production i believe, that they have, to a very great
Around us each dissevered chain
Silk, in the/tent, failed to produce that desirable resu|l
In sparkling ruin lies,.
last will and testament of Daniel Winn, late of Waterborough, in said county, yeoman, de of Cocoons and the
...1.1
m.
ke attribule(j t0 the fact $
The importance of and
And earthly hand can ne’er again
of Wells, in said county, yeoman, deceased, ceased, having presented the same for pro most approved1 method.
bate :
Unite those broken ties.
this knowledge will appear from the fact that articles said to cure this troublesome di/
having presented the same for probate :
ORDERED—That the said executrix the nett profit of land devoted to the culture
ORDERED—That the said executor give
The parents of our infant home,
give notice to all persons interested, by caus of Silk, is double, if not triple, to that derivedj der, are also recommended to cure afe0
notice
to
all
persons
interested,
by
caus

The kindred that we loved,
! every disease with which our frail b0(J
ing a copy of this order to be published ing a copy of this order to be published three from any other crop which can be put upon are attacked, and in their preparation t/
Far from our arms, perchance, may roam,
To distant scenes removed ;
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga it. * It is also a fact, that every moderate far
, object is kept in view, viz : to have/
Or we have watched their parting breath,
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may mer can raise several hundred dollars worth
And closed their weary eyes,
may appear at a Probate Court to be held appear at a Probate Court to be held at ofSilk, without interfering with his ordinary■ medicine a cure for all diseases?
And sigh’d to think how sadly death
The Vegetable Rheumatic Drops are0
at Kennebunk, in said county^ on the first Kennebunk, in said county,on the first Mon agricultural operations. But in order to avail1
Can sever human ties.
Monday of August next, at ten of the day of August next, at ten of the clock in himself of this faculty to obtain competency fered to the public as a remedy for Rfe,/
the
forenoon,
and
shew
cause,
if
any
they
and wealth, which our soil and climate have! tism, and as no ease is known where a?
The friends,, the loved ones of our youth,
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
They too are gone or changed.
they have, why the said instrument should have, why the said instrument should not be given him, he must possess, himself of infor feet cure was not effected, we arejusiij'
Or, worse than all, their love and truth
not be proved, approved and allowed as the proved, approved and allowed as the last will mation on the subject—for without it his at in declaring it a valuable medicine for /
Are darkened and estranged ;
tempts will be fruitless«
It is therefore the
last will and testament of the said deceased. and testament of the said deceased.
They meet us in a glittering throng,
object of the Committee to diffuse this infor painful disease, and for no other is it recoil
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
A true copy—Attest,
With cold, averted eyes,
mation as extensively as possible, and at the mended.—Price 50 cents.
A true copy—Attest,
And wonder that we weep our wrong,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
cheapest rate. The publication will contain a
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
CERTIFICATES.
Julyll.
And mourn our broken ties.
July 18.
complete manual or directory from sowing
Messrs. Crosbys fy Co. :
Oh 1 who in such a world as this.
At a Court of Probate held at Limerick, within At a Court, of Probate held at Saco, with the seed to reeling the Silk/ together with
An apprentice of,mineM
Could bear their lot of pain.,
in and for the County of York, on the first such facts and experiments, as will enable
andjor the County of York, on the first Mon
been for many months so much afflfe/
Did not one radiant hope of bliss,
farmers
to
raise
Silk
and
prepare
it
for
mar

Monday
of
June,
in
the
year
of
our
Lord
day in July, in the year of our Lord eighteen
Unclouded,yet remain ?—•
eighteen hundred and thirty five, by the Hon ket, without further knowledge or assistance. with the Rheumatism in one of his
hundred and thirty-five, by the Hon. WM. A.
That hope the sovereign Lord has given,
HAYFS,
Judge of said, Wut
Court:
J
4
*
L
.
ourable
WM. A. HAYES, Judge ofi said It will also contain interesting matter on agri as to be unfit for labor ; and after trying Ol
Who reigns beyond the skies : —
cultural subjects in general.
him many popular medicines,! applied
' “B ACOB BRADBURY, administrator of tllie
Court:
That hope unites our souls to Heaven,
Terms. The Culturist will be published Vegetable Rheumatic Drops, which
estate of
oi John Bradburv
Bradbury,. late of Lime
Limer
OHN LORD, Jr. named Executor in a
By truth’s enduring ties.
ick, in said county, yeoman, deceased, hav
certain instrument purporting to be the in monthly numbers of Eight Quarto Pau-es. short time effected a perfect cure:andi'
Each care, each ill' of mortal birth
atr Fifty Cents a year. No subscriptions will has now been more than six months
ing presented his first account of administra
last will and testament of Nathaniel Brock
Is sent in pitying love,
tion of the estate of said deceased for allow late of Lebanon, in said county, yeoman, de be received unless paid in advance, and for without any new attack of the disease a|,
To lift the lingering heart from earth,
ance : and also his private account against ceased, having presented the same for pro not less than a year.
And speed its flight above ;
though the boy has been frequentlyeL
Subscriptions received by F. G. Comstock
bate :
the estate of said deceased for allowance :
And every pang which rends the breast,
sed
to damps and rains.
ORDERED—That the said administrator
ORDERED—That the said executor give Secretary, Hartford, Conn., to whom also,
And every joy that dies,
give notice to all persons interested, by caus notice to all persons interested, by causing a communications maybe addressed,-which if
ROBERT CUTLER,
Tells us to seek a softer rest,.
ing a copy of this order to be published three copy of this order to be published three weeks post paid, will be attended to.
Columbus, O., 10th Nov., 1832.
And trust to holier ties.
Hartford, April, 1835.
weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga successively, in the Kennebunk Gazette,
I do hereby certify, that I was affiJ
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county, printed at Kennebunk, that they may ap
TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT
with the Chronic Rheumatism forabout$t(,
that they may appear at a Probate Court to be pear at a Probate Court to be held at Ken
eh years, so that I was unable to atlendi]
Qj^The number of convicts in the State held at Alfred, in said county, on the first nebunk, in said county, on the first Monday
my business one third of the time. fei|la.
Prison, at Thomaston, at this lime, is 54 ; Monday in September next, at ten of the clock of August next, at ten of the clock in the fore
[Price reduced to 25 cents.]
time I tried every thing I could bearofilj
the smallest number since the first year of in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
Which cures in less than one hour’s appli
was recommended to cure the comply
the Prison’s establishment.
How is this ? have, why the said accounts should not be al the said instrument should not be provedrapcation. See directions.
lowed.
but found no relief, and in fact 1 had aim/
proved
and
allowed
as
the
last
will
and
tes

The State is increasing in population, and
HE character of this celebrated Oint
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
tament of the said deceased.
the Prison’s tenants diminishing. Now tor
ment stands unrivalled for being a safe, despaired of finding any. In t he fell of 1832
A true copy—Attest,
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
I was at Columbus, at which time I wasni
speedy
and certain cure for that loathsome
this there must be a cause—what is it ?
Wm. Cutter Allen, Resister.
A true copy,—Attest,
disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of able to get on to my horse without help. |
July 18.
We say it is owing to a diminution of that
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
pimples on the skin, it is also a valuable ar friend of mine advised me to ptirchasej
July 4.
all-detestable sin—rum drinking. If this be
a Court of Probate holden at Saco, within and
ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
bottle of Messrs. O. & S. Crosby & Co.'s
the cause, then have we a visible demon
for the County of York, on the first Monday
The well known JAUNDICE BITTERS, Vegetable Rheumatic Drops, which Idii
To
the
Honorable
Justices
of
the
Supreme
Ju

stration of the fruits of Temperance Soci
in June, in the year of our Lord eighteen hun
which
are
so
eminently
useful
for
removing
dicial Court to be held at Alfred, within and
dred and thirty five, by the Hon. WM. A.
and applied as directed, and found innH
eties. Rum is the father of crime, and
HA YES, Judge of said Court :
for the County of York, on the last Tuesday all Jaundice and Billions complaints.
relief, and I am perfectly cured-asil
those who dabble in it, become its children
Afresh supply is just received, and for sale by ate
'
of April, 1835.
N the petition of Dominicus Wentworth,
has now been more than six months and|
in a greater or a less degree. Those who
JOHN
LILLIE,
Kennebunk,
J
administrator of the estate of Noah, 1U| UMBLY SHEW Samuel Langdon
ENOCH GOODALE, Saco.
!have never had a return of the pain~a|.
love mankind, should set their faces against
AIL Whidden of Lancaster, in the County
Wentworth, late of Lebanon, in said county,
Wholesale by
W. C. M1TCHELL, Portland,
1though in the winter of 1832—3,1 pui,
the loathsomer moral curse, and suffer not deceased, representing that the personal es of Coos and State of'New Hampshire, Samu
and Henshaw & Co. Delano & Whitney, Hastings,
the polluted prison-filling devif to ap tate of said deceased is not sufficient to pay el Whidden of Portsmouth, in the County of Marsh & Co. W. C. Sliinpson. Low and Reed, .I P. chased a drove of cattle and hogs, and drow
the
just
debts
wfiieh
he
owed
at
the
time
of
Rockingham
and
State
of
Ne
w
Hampshire
across the Alleghany mountains it
Hall and others, Druggists in Boston, and all orders to' them
’
proach their lips ; and thus by the influence
of example, show to the world that they are his death by the sum of three hundred dol and Elizabeth his wife in her right,. Aaron be addressed to Jesse Daniell, & Co. Dedham, Mass. Philadelphfe market, and was exposed
through the tour to cold and rain. 1 cat
the Zr/re and not the mock friends of Tempe lars, and praying fora license to sell and Smith of Hopkinton, in the County of Merri
convey so much of the real estate of said de mack and State of New Hampshire and Eli
cheerfully recommend h t® all who are af
rance, Those who profess to be friends of
ceased as may be necessary for the payment za Ann his wife,, in her right, and Joseph ¿10 RAGS COFFEE, just received and for
flicted with the Rheumatism’.
Temperance, and yét gobble down liquor, of said debts and incidental charges :
Gilman of Wells, in the said County ofYorkf
sale by the subscriber. WM. LORD.
must, our word for it, tell their silly tales
WM. COCHRAN.
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no that they are seized in fee simple and as ten
July 4.
Marion county, O. August 1, 1832.
to the idiotic—the adults won’t believe it.
tice thereof to the heifs of said deceased,! ants in common,. of and in
.......a„
..............real esww.
certain
and to all persons interested in said estate/tat6Alfred and Sanford,, in the. County of
Belfast Jour.
Sold wholesale and retail by JOHN
by causing a copy of this order to be pub-1 York, and is known as lot number 16, in the
HE subscribers, having contracted with LILLIE, Kennebunk^ Nathan " Kendall,
Tee-Totalers.—This is a term used in fished in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed | first division in the eastern range of lots as
the town of Kenuebunk-port, to sup Alfred: Wiw. C. Stimpson, & Co. No. 134,
England Io designate those who abstain in Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks I originally located in the town of Sanford, (of
port the Poor of said town the present year,
South Side, Faneuil Hall; Rogers, & Co,,
successively,
that
they
may
appear
at
a
Pro|
5^*°^
Alfred
formerly
constituted
a
part,)
and
from all intoxicating drinks. It is an ex
hereby give notice that they have made the No. 78 and f9, Commercial Street ; S. JI,
bate Court to be holden at Alfred, in said |
fioo^ed^ as follows
On the north east
pressive, although a homely term, may
necessary provisions for their support. They
county, on the first Monday in September. by land of Isaac Currier,. Jesse Kimball and therefore forbid all persons harboring or trust Brewer, & Brothers, No. 90 and92,
well be proud of having by his own exer
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, andI Noah Shackford, on the north west by land ing any of the paupers of said town, as they ington St. ; Maynard & Noyes, ZVo, IJ,
tions, emancipated himself from a worse shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer. of Thacker Jones, John and Alvah Conant
are determined to pay no bill for their sup Cornhillt Boston.
than Egyptian bondage. The principle of of said petition should not be granted.
and Jotham Getchell, on the south west by
port.
JOHN HUTCHINS, 3d.,
Attest, Wm. Cut.tek
Register.
tee-totalism in this country is every day
land of John and Abraham Huston and on
FRANCIS BOSTON.
A true copy—Attest,
the south east by land of John and William
gaining favor with the community.
Socie
Kennebunk-port, April 21,1835.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Wormwood, Samuel Estes, William Russell,.
TO THE ASTHMATIC A CONSUMPTIVE.
ties bn this plan are springing up in every
July II.
Nahum Day and James Perkins, containing
1
mosl Prevalent and fatal of all ih
quarter. We learn that during the last Lec
TAKE NOTICE.
in the whole two hundred and fifty acres._
A
diseases
incident to civtod society
ture term at the Berkshire Medical Institu At a Court of Probate held at Limerick, withHE subscriber, having contracted with
The said petitioners are seized of one undivi
— the Consumption—may generally be tra
tion,^ Temperance Society on this princi ' in andfor the County of York, on the first ded half part, with certain other persons to
the
overseers
of
the
poor
of
the
town
Monday of July, in the year of our Lord
ced
of Wells, to support all the paupers belong
 to the least alarming of disorders,»
ple was organized, consisting of Professors
eighteen hundred and thirty-jive, by the Hon them unknown ; that they cannot possess,
ing to said town, for the term of one year from slight but neglected Cold ! By estimaiion,
and nearly or quite all of the students, A
ourable WM. A. HA YES, Judge of said occupy and improve their said part to any
advantage, while the same lies in common date hereof, and having made provision for it appears that ONe hundred andfifh
public meeting was held and animated adCourt :
that purpose, hereby forbids all persons har
dresses were made.
EDWARD E. BOURNE, named Exec- and undivided as aforesaid, but wholly lose
thousand persons die annually of the Con
boring or supporting any of said paupers on
the
profits
thereof.
—
Wherefore
they
pray
I
-S-J utor in a certain instrument purporting
sumption. Most of these dreadful result
te
account..
JAMES
HOBBS.
that
notice
may
be
issued,
in
due
form
of
to be the last will and testament of Ebenezer
[From the Maine Temperance Herald ]
may be attributed to common CoZcZs, anda
Wells, Dec. 16, 1834.
ly
law and that their said part may be set off
negligent treatment of the harrassing Co«gk
Thoughts on seeing a man in the streets Shackley, late of Kennebunk, in said county,
and assigned to them in severalty.—And your
disguised in liquor.—I thought on his trader, deceased, having presented the same petitioners shall ever pray.
that generally ensues, Which is usually fol
for probate :
lowed by difficult breathing, pain in the side,present misery, his disgrace, staggering aBy DANIEL GOODENOW,
ORDERED—That the said executor
HE subscriber having contracted with
round the street; the moral debasement of give notice to all persons interested, bv caus
the town of Lyman, to support Mary and at last Ulcerated Lungs. Violent anil
THEIR ATTORNEY.
his mind ; how low, how fallen ; once made ing a copy of this order to be published three
Copy. Attest,
Cousens, for the year ensuing, hereby gives repeated Asthmatic attacks also bring oi
JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
in the likeness of God ; now more like a de weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
notice, that he has made suitable provision Consumptive symptoms. One or two dol
for her, and forbids all persons harboring or lars expended in the purchase of
mon. I thought of the duration of the soul, zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
STATE OF MAINE.
trusting her on his account, as he will pay no DR. RELLE’S ASTHMATIC' PILLS,
to exist forever and ever.
Astonishing appear at a Probate Court to be held, at Ken
and a little attention to their timely admin
fact I .’ And should this man die in this sit nebunk, in said county, on the first Monday of York, ss-.—At the Supreme Judicial Court, be- bill for her support.
August next, at ten of the clock in the fore
and held at Alfred, within and for the
JOSHUA DAVIS, Jun.
istration, will usually ensure a mitigation of
uation, where,, oh where can he go ? To
County of York, on the last Tuesday of
Lyman, June 30,1835.
noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
these disorders, and generally effect a dire,
heaVen and happiness ?
Is the word of the said instrument should not be proved, ap
April, 1835.
J J
I lie Pills are also an easy and effectual rem
God silent upon this subject > No drunk proved and allowed as the last will and testa /YN the foregoing Petition the Court order
ard shall enter into my kingdom, is the ment of the said deceased.
HE subscriber having contracted with edy for the symptoms preceding and ac
that the petitioners notify all persons in
the town of Kennebunk, to*support the companying the Asthma and Consumption,
voice of Jehovah ! ! !
And do the chil
terested in the premises, by causing an at
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
A true
Attest,
tested copy of said Petition, and this order poor of said town for one year, hereby gives For colds, coughs, difficulty of breathing,
dren of men disregard this solemn and awful
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
thereon, to be published three weeks succes notice that he has made suitable provision tightness and strictures across the chest,
declaration ? Yes ; by their fruits we know
July 11.
sively, in the Kennebunk Gazette, a newspa for them at the Alms-House, and hereby wheezing, pain in the side, spitting of blood,
them. I thought of the feelings of the rum
per printed at Kennebunk, the last publica forbids all persons harboring or trusting any &c. Few cases can occur of any of this
seller, looking on, and saying this is my At a Court of Probate held at Limerick, with
tion to be thirty days at least before the term of the Paupers of said town on my account, class of disorders, in which the purchasers
work, this is the what I am living for, to
in and for the County of York, on the first of this Court to be holden at Alfred afore or on account of the town, as I shall pay no'
of Dr. Relle’s Pills will not find a rich re
Monday m July, in the year of our Lord said, on the third Tuesday of October next, bill for their support.
get money and make them miserable ; I
eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the that all such persons may then and there shew
turn lor their trifling expenditure. Price
thought of the meeting of these two charac
JAMES WARREN.
Honourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
whole boxes, 30 Pills, $1 - half do. 12-PiHs,
Kennebunk, May 1, 1835.
ly.
ters-at the Judgment scene ; I thought on the
of said Court :
50 cts.
said petition should not be granted.
indescribable feelings of their souls, and
OY & SON’S celebrated Scythes—also
OHN BURNHAM, administrator of the
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
cried oh Lord save me from like condemna
Snaths,
Rakes,
Rifles,
&c.
&c.
for
sale*
estate of Abner Consens, late of Kenne
Copy. Attest,
tion»
TO THE
bunk, in said county, yeoman, deceased, hav t
WILLIAM LORD.
JERE- BRADBURY, Clerk.
July 2.
ing presented his first account of administra
June 27.
Ecclesiastical Testimony.—The Presby tion of the estate of said deceased for allow
HITE and sound Teeth, are both’
terian church is spread over almost the ance : and also his private account against
an ornament and a blessing. The
whole of the United States, except New the estate of said deceased for allowance :
ROPOSALS will be received by the sub best security for their advantage is ttrbe
ripHIS beautiful and thorORDERED—That the said administrator
England’. In their last narrative of the
scriber, until the first of September
found in the use of the
JS- ough bred young Blood
next, for 1500 feet of Rocks, suitable to build
state of religion within their bounds, we give notice to all persons interested, by
Horse,
is
of
an
elegant
dark
BRITISH ANTISEPTIC DENTRIFICE.
causing a copy of this order to be pub
an abutment for Kennebunk Bridge. Said
fend the following statement.
This elegant Tooth Powder, with a very
lished three weeks successively, in the Ken ——.Chesnut color, with a star, Rocks to be fended on the west side of the
w The cause of Temperance, it would nebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in black main, tail and legs, both hind feet par river, near the saw mill.
little use, eradicates the Scurvy in the gums,
seem, is on the whole steadily advancing.. said county, that they may appear at a Pro tially white below the pastern joints. He
and prevents the accumulation of Tarter,
NATH’L JEFFERDS.
Some have predicted a reaction ; and oth bate Court to beheld at Kennebunk, in said was 6 years old in June last ; 15 hands high ;
which not only blackens, but loosens the’
Kennebunk, July 3,1835.
ers have intimated their fears. Some have county, on the first Monday in August next, at with a great share ofbone and ipuscle. His
teeth, and accelerates their decay. The
Grandsire was the unrivalled horse American
paper hangingTTbordersT
said', you go too far : and others, you must ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew
Dentrifice thus removes the prevailing caus
Eclipse, that was sold the last season, at the
lM excellent assortment, this day received
go still farther. Still there is evidence that cause, if any they have, why the said ac age of 20 years, for $10,000, and now stands
es
of offensive breath, preserves the health!-counts should not be allowed.
by,
,
D. REM1CH.
the public sentiment has settled into one
ness and floridness of the gums, and renders
in Dinwiddie County, Virginia, for the use of
Kennebunk, June 5,1835.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
conceded and almost unanimous position;,,
the teeth beautifully white. Price 50 cents.
mares, at $100 the season. His Dam by the
A true copy,—Attest,
celebrated Morgan Horse. She would trot
viz. : That the use of ardent spirits as a
board papers,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
(t/^None are genuine unless signed on
July
11.
ë
VARIETY
of
patterns.
For
sale
by
a mile in two minutes and forty five seconds,
drink, and the traffic in it, are immoralities
the outside printed wrapper.by thesoZi? Pro
and
fifteen
miles
an
hour,
with
ease
;and
is
T
on
B.REMICH.
not to be tolerated by the virtuous and the
prietor,T Kidder, immediate successor
June 20.
now valued high for a brood mare.
T¥EW GOOSES.
good. Here let us take our stand, and by
to the late Dr. W. T. Conway. For sale,
LORD
CABOT
divine assistance endeavor, as speedily as ^LY/ILLIAM LORD has just received an Will be at Mr. Gordon’s Stable in Sac©, the YT'ELLOW CORN for sale by
at his Counting Room, over No. 99, Court
V
V
assortment
of
New
Goods,
which
are
possible, to purge the church from this dead
,
MILLER & HALL.
street, near Concert Hall, Boston, and also'
offered for sa e on the most reasonable terms. present Season, ready to wait upon visitors,
July 16,1835.
ly infection. Let the broad banner of
at the usual low price of Seven Dollars,
Kennebunk, July 1, 1835.
by hjs special appointment, by
tai abstinence from inebriating drinks,, be
to insure a foal. All Mares disposed of with
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
in a year, will be charged as with foal.
the one, in which the followers of Jesus shall Z^ORN for sale by
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-port.
HANDSOME assortment of Yellow,
j
uly
3
.
WILUAMWRD.
HENRY
RHODES,
Groom.
by their own personal example at least, be
C. LITTLEFIELD, Wells.
Opaque and Russia Quills ; Steel Pens j
Saco, March, 1835.
found ta rally»”
English Writing Ink;
We the undersigned having known Lord American Black and Red do ;
NOTICE?
Tissue & Fancy Paper.
FOUND in my Stable a short time since,, Cabot, from a colt, do without hesitation pro Ink-powders ; Crayons;
He who tampers, with temptation, is in
A RIOUS colors of the above, for sale at
nounce him; a first rate, thorough bred horse Writing and Letter paper—a great variety—
a
Broadcloth
Surtout,
which
I
suppose
imminent danger of falling its victim. Shun
the Bookstore of
D. REMICH»
and well deserving the patronage of the pub- ,
by the quire or ream ;
left there by some
person
June 8.
the very appearance of evil $ and let him ti,was accidentally
V —
person
lie.
Rufus Banks,
Writing and Letter paper—ruled to every -________ ___ ________
_
who thinketh he staodeth, take heed lest he
f„'I“enr,Ca“
lhls ad'
Stephen LiTTLEFiELDj
For
sate
bv
roHSUa,lieBV
D
d
R
0
RMtrn
'
P
IN
.
E
CLAPBOARDS
of
first
quality,fall, are cautions o£ universal application.. I Kennebunk-port, July 3,E1835!jUQ'1,ES'
Jere. Million.
15.,,^’
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